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The 
Missouri Miner 
A publication of the students of the University of Missouri - Rolla. 
Volume 88, Number 8 
'UMR student charged with murder 
by Keith Missey 
"'ews Editor 
Edward D. Burle, a junior at the 
University of Missouri - Rolla, was 
:harged with second-degree murder 
and armed criminal action this past 
weekend after a shooting incident 
occurred at his home r---=""" 
an Saturday, October 
17. 
According to Pat 
King, Phelps County 
I Prosecutor, the charges were brought against the 25-year-old 
nuclear engineering 
major in connection 
with the shooting 
death of Craig H. 
Shults, 22, of Rolla. 
The shooting occurred 
in the early morning 
hours of Saturday, 
October 17. 
Burle's friends 
Erik Larson, Eric 
assault Burle. Supposedly, Shults 
wanted to take his tapper from a keg 
. in Burle's house. Burle had taken the 
keg which he had brought back to his 
house after a party he had attended 
earlier in the night. Shults was also 
supposedly at the same party. 
Larson said, "Ed didn't know 
shoot, but he was drunk and obvious-
ly provoked. I feel for Ed. He will 
have to pay the responsibility of tak-
ing a man's life, but it wasn't a cold-
hearted murder." 
Gronek stated, "Everything that 
has been said about the shooting is all 
hearsay so far. There are two sides to 
the issue, and 1 don ' t 
want to say anything 
because I'm obviously 
trying to protect my 
roommate. It really 
blows my mind though. 
Ed was not a violent per-
son." 
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip 
Shults, Craig Shults' par-
ents, declined to com-
ment on the incident say-
ing the prosecuting attor-
ney told them not to give 
out any information. 
n Kunke and Dan Gronek, none of lip roles 00 whom were present at 
jmIIIity. the time of the inci-
was 
speculated that Edward Burle, a nuclear engineer-
Ing student at UMR, shot a local 22-year-old, Craig 
Shults, after Shults assaulted Burle at his home. 
King was unable to be 
reached for comment, but 
no information was being 
released about the case 
since it was still under 
investigation. 
John Beger, Burle's 
attorney, declined to 
comment on the case. He 
did mention that the max-
dent, talked to Burle 
Saturday morning. 
According to Burle's friends, Shults 
entered the house Burle and Gronek 
mtrr. Af.It are renting at 1605 Ozark Street short-~ Fi Iy before 3 a.m. Saturday moming. 
mm IbIl Ali Gronek was in St. Louis so Burle was 
tnm:d by} alone at the I1me. 
. a It was speculated that Shults 
kicked the door in and proceeded to 
photo by Justin Ferguson 
Craig. None of us knew him. None 
of us were there either, but apparently 
this guy broke in Ed's house with the 
sole purpose of kicking his butt. 
Craig was apparently a lot bigger, and 
Ed was all by himself. He was proba-
bly scared." 
Larson added, "Ed didn't have to 
imum sentence for second-degree 
murder was 10 years to life and the 
maximum sentence for armed crimi-
nal action was three years to life. 
Burle is currently in Phelps 
County Jail being hel1 on a $500,000 
bond. No arraignment date has been 
set. 
MU students work to change poli~y 
by Paul Wilson 
University of Missouri 
Spurred by the murder of a gay 
,tudent in Wyoming, University of 
Missouri - Columbia (MU) students 
are planning to protest the lack of 
inclusion of sexual orientation in the 
UM system's non-discrimination poli-
cy. 
"As of now, the gay and lesbian 
community have no recourse," said 
Nikole Potulsky, Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual Resource Center co-coordi-
nator. "This is something we've been 
;HIPS, a~ working toward for years." 
er; who ~1 The struggle by students and fac-
ies on apa!1 ulty to change system policy to olli-
Icr and ev cially protect gay and lesbian stu-
dents, staff and faculty from acts of 
Iforntation j diSCrimination has gone on for three 
pout the Fo years. 
ip progrvrt. In the late 1980s, MU and Uni-
n packet, P versity of Missouri - St. Louis 
Idation'S (UMSL) added sexual orientation to 
srnadison. their anti-discrimination policies in 
0-525.6928. 
-
their charters, despite the fact that the 
other UM campuses did not have such 
provisions. 
"MU and UMSL had it, but 
Kansas City and Rolla had not added 
it," Steve Manring said. "The issue 
had to be reconci led. It was either all 
four or none." 
George Russell , president of the 
UM system at the time of the change, 
dropped the references to discrimina-
tion based on sexual orientation from 
MU and UMSL policies. The deci-
sion was met with outcries across both 
campuses. 
Now, three years later, the issue 
has reared its head again. Both Potul-
sky and Manring said the recent death 
of Matthew Shepard, a student at the 
University of Wyoming, is playing a 
major role in its revitalization. Police 
believe Shepherd was murdered 
because he was gay. 
"Wyoming is not Ii far cry from 
mid-Missouri," Potulsky said. "A lot 
of people are putting a lot of energy 
into this. There are no excuses any-
more." 
Manring said after Shepard's 
death, gay activists have a ripe oppor-
tunity to act. "The current atmosphere 
lets people focus on this," he said. "If 
people want to change things, they 
need to strike while the iron is hot." 
In 1997, Interim MU President 
Mel George issued an executive order 
stating that the UM system has an 
obligation to maintain a positive work 
and learning environment, which was 
a response to complaints about the 
charter. 
Dean Anderson, who worked as 
a residence hall coordinator for 13 
years at MU and currently volunteers 
at the GLB Resource Center, said the 
clause would be more valuable than 
the existing executive order. "The 
exclusion [in the charter] tends to put 
us into the class of second-class citi-
zens," he said. "I'm disappointed the 
board failed to address the issue in 
three years." 
20 pages 
Titanic steel researchers 
present findings next week 
by Laura Schoenbeck 
News Writer 
Next week, two UMR 
researchers will present their find-
ings on the steel used in the Titanic 
at the 1998 Iron and Steel Society's 
40th Mechanical Working and Steel 
Processing Conference in Pitts-
burgh, PA. 
Dr. Christopher W. Ramsay, 
cold waters of the North Atlantic 
caused the steel to become brittle, 
which made it easier for the iceberg 
to pierce the hull of the Titanic. 
They believe that the strength of the 
steel may have been an important 
factor in the plight of the ship. 
Ramsay has worked at UMR in 
the area of ferrous metallurgy since 
1989. He has done previous 
research at UMR, and he teaches 
Poor steel strength may have caused the R.M.S. Titanic 
to sink on April 14, 1912. 
associate professor of metallurgical 
engineering, and F. Scott Miller, 
teaching associate of metallurgical 
engineering, will speak at the Intro-
ductory Session of the four-day con-
ference on Monday, Oct. 26. Their 
presentation is entitled "An Assess-
ment of the Steel and the Wrought 
Iron Rivets Used in the R.M.S. 
Titanic," 
Dr. Phil Leighly Jr., professor 
emeritus of metallurgical engineer-
ing, led UMR 's research on the 
Titanic's steel. A research team, 
including Ramsay and Miller, tested 
pieces of the hull from the ship 's 
wreckage to determine its strength. 
The researchers concl!,ded that the 
classes including steels, metallurgy 
for engineers, welding metallurgy, 
and nondestructive testing. 
Ramsay commented, "I'm 
lucky to have worked on the project 
and my background and profession-
al training gave me the tools to be 
able to help out. Back in the dim, 
dark past, 1986 to 1990, I spent my 
time working on a research project 
that developed steel welding materi-
als and alloys for the SSN 21 , or the 
Sea Wolf Submarine, and I've had 
the chance to work in a large ship-
yard." 
Miller has taught classes such 
as electron optics and metals charac-
terization since 1987. 
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P!;i Chi initiate!; 
Building; a lecture on 
"Rhetoric and Radio Humor: 
new member!; 
Prairie Home Companion, Car 
Talk, and Whad'Ya Know?," 7 
nation to the newspaper's 
1999 All-USA College Aca-
demic Team. This marks the I Campus, National and International I 10th anniversary of the com-
petition, and USA Today plans some 
special events for the 60 students to 
be selected for the team. 
which has kept audiences laughing 
since it first opened on Broadway in 
1965, with Walter Matthau and Art 
Carney. Since then it was made into 
a feature film with Walter Matthau 
and Jack Lemmon and a television 
series with Jack Klugman and Tony 
Randall . 
• Psi Chi, the National Honor 
Society in Psychology, inducted four 
new members at the University of 
Missouri - Rolla. 
The new initiates are Sarah Ann 
Hart, Maudanne Pursley, Teri A. 
Wagoner, and Alana Williams. 
Psi Chi was founded in 1929 for 
the purposed of encouraging, stimu-
lating and maintaining excellence in 
scholarship and advancing the sci-
. ence of psychology. Membership is 
awarded to graduate and undergradu-
ate men and women who are study-
ing psychology. 
Psi Chi has over 840 chapters 
throughout the U.S. 
Ohio fYr'Ofe!;mr> to 
p1'e!;ent lectui'e !;erie!; 
• Dr. Judi th Yaross Lee, an asso-
c iate professor of interpersonal com-
munication at Ohio Uni versity, will 
present a series of lectures and pre-
sentations Monday and Tuesday, 
Oct. 26-27, at the University of Mis-
souri- Rolla. 
The lectures, which are free and 
open to the public, are sponsored by 
UMR's Visiting Professor fund , the 
department of English, and the 
department of history. 
Lee is the author of Garrison 
Keillor: A Voice of America (Uni-
versity of Mississippi Press, 1991) 
and co-editor of Beyond the lWo 
Cultures: Essays on Science, Tech-
nology, and Literature (Iowa State 
University Press, 1990). 
The schedule of events are: 
- Monday, Oct. 26, a presentation on 
"Managing the Mess: Using Data-
bases for Periodicals History," an 
informal presentation/demonstration 
of Lee's research methods for her 
forthcoming book, Defining New 
Yorker Humor, 3:30 p.m. in room 
201 Humanities/Socia l Sciences 
The 
p.m. in room !O3 Engineering Man-
agement Building. 
- Tuesday, Oct. 27, an open discus-
sion of Lee's web-based course, 
"Communication Theory," 10:30 
a.m.-noon in the Center for Writing 
Technologies, room 114 Campus 
Support Facility; a lecture on "More 
than Meets the Eye: The Develop-
ment of the New Yorker Cartoon," 
3:30 p.m. in room 103 Engineering 
Management Building. 
Haunted mine open!; 
thi!; weekend 
• The University of Missouri-
Rolla's student chapter of the Society 
of Mining, Metallurgy and Explo-
ration (SME) is turning the UMR 
Experimental Mine into a "Haunted 
Mine" that will be open to the public 
from 5 p.m. to midnight Fridays and 
Saturdays, Oct. 23 -24 and Oct. 30-
3 1. 
The mine is located on Bridge 
School Road in Rolla. 
Tickets for the event are $5 for 
adults and $3 for those 12 and under. 
[n addition, visitors to the mine will 
receive $1 off each ticket by bringing 
two canned goods, which will be 
donated to LOVE. Proceeds will also 
benefit UMR's student chapter of 
SME by supporting its Christmas 
Charity program, a program 
designed to adopt a local area family 
or families, depending on the pro-
ceeds. 
As part of the haunted mine 
event, visitors will be able to enter 
the mine, which has been turned into 
an old-fashioned mine complete with 
equipment of the era and displays of 
old-fashioned mining methods. 
UMR students will assist in 
parking and guiding visitors to the 
mine. Visitors will be issued hard-
hats before entering the mine and 
there will be guides in the mine to 
assist them. Members of the UMR 
news briefs 
mine rescue team will also be avail-
able to assist. 
For more information on the 
Haunted Mine, contact UMR's min-
ing engineering department at (573) 
341-4753. 
KUMR I!; 
• Public radio station KlJ?,1R, 
88.5 FM in Rolla and 96.3 FM in 
Lebanon, has finished its member-
ship drive successfully with its goal 
of $40,000 being reached during 
"Bluegrass For a Saturday Night," 
S aturday, Oct. 10. 
The event began at 7 p.m. Oct. 
3 with Bluegrass for a Saturday 
Night, hosted by Wayne Bledsoe. 
"The goal was reached just 18 
minutes into Wayne's program," said 
K UMR's genera l manager Janet 
Turkovic. "We at KUMR are very 
grateful to all our listeners who have 
given so generously to the station. 
KUMR would not be on the air ifnot 
for listener generosity." 
Member support is a large and 
increasingly vital part of KU11R's 
annual funding. The station's pro-
gramming - a mix of in-depth news, 
listener call-in shows, and musical 
offerings ranging from Baroque to 
New Age - is a reflection of the pref-
erences of its listener-members. 
KUMR is the National Public 
Radio affiliate for south-central Mis-




• USA Today is again this year 
calling for nominations from col-
leges and . universities across the 
The criteria for the honor are 
designed to find students who excel 
not only in scholarship but in leader-
ship roles on and off campus. 
If you know of a student who 
would qualify for this award, you 
may approach the process in either of 
two ways: 
I . Contact Mary Helen Stoltz in the 
Office of Public Relations (341-4328 
or mhs tol t z @umr . edu) and 
request a copy of the nomination 
form, and handle the nominations 
yoursel f; or 
2. Contact Andrew Careaga in the 
Office of Public Relations (341-4328 
or acareaga@umr . edu) and 
request assistance in preparing the 
nomination packet. 
If you request assistance from 
our office, we must hear from you by 
Friday, Nov. 13 . Otherwise, the 
deadline to submit your own nomi-
nation to USA Today is Nov. 30. 
Neil Simon comedlJ 
dar>h Nov. 5 
• The University Theatre Players 
are pleased to announce that Neil 
Simon'~ comedy "The Odd Couple," 
will be presented Nov. 5,6,7,8,1998 
at Leach Theatre in Castleman Hall. 
The "Odd Couple," is the show 
that asks the question, "Can two 
divorced men share an apartment 
without driving each other crazy?" 
The answer is, of course, "NO!" 
When Felix Ungar is thrown out 
his home by his wife, he seeks refuge 
with his recently divorced, best pal, 
Oscar Madison. Unfortunately, they 
soon discover that they have con-
flicting personalities and begin to 
drive each other crazy. Felix is an 
obsessive, compulsive, neatnik while 
Oscar is a cigar smoking slob. 
The result is a riotous comedy 
Tickets are $6.00 for general 
admission and $4.00 for U11R stu-
dents and those 18 and younger. 
Tickets can be purchased at the U11R 
Ticket Office located in the Universi-
ty Center - West. For additional 
information, please call 573-341-
4219. 
ASUM welcome!; 
new boar>d member> 
• Congratulations to Ginger 
Appleberry! Ginger was recently 
elected to ASUM 's Board of Direc-
tors for a one year term ending 
August 1999. 
ASUM has also selected two 
students for our Legislative Intern-
ship Program this year. 
Traci Walker and Tim Laycock, 
both Junior History mjors, will train 
this fall to become registered lobby-
ists representing the student voice. 
Congratulations to them both! 
Traci and Tim will join forces 
with eight other interns from the 
UMC and UMKC Campuses. 
Information compiled 
from various sources. 
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politics 
by Ben Stein 
LA Tlmes/Washlngton Post 
Every day now, I get about half a dozen 
e-mails from fans urging me to run for presi-
dent. I guess it's because I am a well-known 
character actor and have a game show that's 
popular among the young and the hip. Plus, I 
suspect some of my correspondents know that 
I am a Republican and do not care for Bill Clin-
ton. 
When the first entreaties arrived, I was 
flattered and amused. I wondered briefly 
whether my show biz lawyer wife would 
bankroll my campaign. But the more I thought 
about it, the more I realized it's a bad idea to 
think about it at all. 
Frankly, it's just a lot better to be even a 
small (very small) star in Hollywood than to be 
in politics at any level. Consider the differ-
ences: 
In politics, you get paid almost nothi'ng, 
and you are considered a criminal if you try to 
get any more money than what was originally 
promised. 
In Hollywood, you get paid a lot per 
hour, even at my rung on the ladder, and you 
are considered insane if you do not try to get 
more than you originally bargained for. In fact, 
your employer expects to pay you more than 
you agreed on. Anyone on any successful show 
will always get more than what is in his or her 
contract. Otherwise, you walk. You can't do 
that in Washington. Can you imagine a presi-
dent holding out for a pay increase or a per-
centage of the GNP or else he's outta there? 
Never. In Hollywood, always. 
In politics, you have to eat a lot of rub-
ber chicken and listen to other people talk. 
Often, they talk about how much they hate you 
and what a terrible job you're doing and how 
you've wasted their money. 
In Hollywood, you get to eat fried sea-
weed at Mr. Chow and crab cakes at Morton's 
and have your lunches catered by La Scala and 
order fresh swordfish every day and have only 
green M & Ms - and no one dares question 
you about it. In fact, people here think there's 
something wrong with you if you are not neu-
rotic about your food. Plus, you never have to 
Opinions 
of Hollywood 
listen to anyone but yourself talk, except for 
agents and managers who tell you how great 
you are. 
In politics, you have to sit in committee 
meetings and read long reports or at least sum-
maries of them. In Hollywood, you read your 
script off cue cards. Anything else is strictly 
optional. 
In politics, you have to travel economy 
class unless you're the president, and then you 
have to put up with a lot of prying, aggressive 
press people bothering you whenever you trav-
el. In Hollywood, you are required by Screen 
Actors Guild contract to travel first class and 
the flight attendants don'l let anyone bother 
you' except for small kids seeking your auto-
graph, who giggle and blush. A limo driver 
meets you at the airport and you ride to the 
hotel in silent splendor. The most he ever asks 
you for is an autograph. 
In politics, you are frowned upon, inves-
tigated and castigated for having sex with 
young women other than your wife. People 
even suggest you should be impeached for 
lying about it. In Hollywood, you are consid-
ered anti-social if you don't have pretty young 
girls (or boys) around you. If you get caught 
haVing sex with them, your agent uses it as 
material to publicize your next movie or TV 
special or book. 
In politics, you are not allowed to use 
illegal drugs. If you do and you're caught, 
you're history. In Hollywood, illegal drugs 
have been known to happen and even if you 
were caught and sen I to prison, you get day 
passes to work on' movies at $50,000 a day. 
In politics, you have to pretend to be a 
self-restrained, decent, altruistic, unselfish 
human with some claims to moral values. In 
Hollywood, you can just be yourself: a big self-
ish, uncontrolled, undisciplined baby. 
So thanks for the Ben Stein for President 
e-mails, kids, but I'll be Slaying here where I 
belong. 
Ben Stein is host of 'Win Ben Stein's 
Money ' on Comedy Central. 
Public figures, private lives? 
by Steve Weinberg 
LA Times/Washington Post 
Media critics who say journalists have no 
business delving into the sex lives of Reps. 
Henry Hyde and Dan Burton are probably well-
intentioned - but they're misguided about how 
and why investigative reporters do what they do. 
The controversy has led me to reflect not only on 
the current controversy but also on the difficult 
decisions I made a decade ago as the first inde-
pendent biographer of business tycoon Armand 
Hammer, whose private life was messy, to say 
the least: 
When a public official exercises influence 
over policy and, thus, over other people, thai 
official ·should expect scrutiny of actions 'and 
words, of any discrepancy between performance 
in the public arena and behavior offstage. Jour-
nalists are not the only people capable of doing 
the scrutinizing. But because no one else has 
their job description, journalists have accepted 
the responsibility, sometimes reluctantly, some-
times eagerly. 
Whether reluctant or eager, journalists 
must go through two states of decision-making. 
Not all of my colleagues agree, but I think the 
first stage ought to be automatic - leaming as 
much as possible about the public official when 
a discrepancy seems likely. It is the vacuum-
cleaner approach to information gathering: 
Sweep the carpet (and beneath the carpet), pick-
ing up as much as possible. It takes searching 
skills developed through experience to do the 
job well, but it should be seen as an ethics-free 
process. 
The less automatic, ethics-laden part of 
the process comes next, as the vacuum cleaner 
bag is emptied. There is no formula to arrive at 
the answer, no decision that wi ll leave everyone 
content. 
When the online magazine Salon pub-
lished d~tails earlier this month of Henry Hyde's 
30-year-old extramarital affair, many news con-
sumers - not al l of them Democrats -
applauded the decision. After all , they said, if a 
congressman is going to be sitting in judgment 
of a president because that president lied about 
extramarital sex, why not be alert for hypocrisy 
in the life of the person doing the judging? 
Many other news consumers - not all of 
them Republicans - criticized the decision by 
Salon's staff. Hyde's conduct took place so long 
ago that it must be deemed irrelevant, the critics 
said, noting that at least several mainstream 
newspapers had decided to ignore the informant 
who eventually contacted Salon. Besides, Hyde's 
conduct is not the point - he has performed 
conscientiously in his job as a congressman, has 
earned hiS position as chairman of the House 
Judiciary Committee, and thus is qualified to 
judge whether Clinton should be censured, 
impeached or given alternative treatment. 
To his credit, Salon editor David Talbot 
substantiated the details of Hyde's affair beyond 
a doubt before publishing. Justified ethically or 
not, the piece was solid. Then Talbot issued an 
extraordinarily detailed editorial explaining the 
decision to publish. The explanation, while 
unusually gutsy, also seemed obligatory. Why? 
Because of Salon's previous insistence that the 
private lives of public officials ought to be 
sacrosanct - a premise many, probably most, 
investigative journalists would dispute if the pri-
vate life influences public policy. 
Talbot said Clinton'S political opponents 
have made private behavior into a sweeping 
character issue. So, according to Talbot, "what 
holds true for President Clinton must hold equal-
ly true of the august figure who leads the com-
mittee sitting in judgment upon him." Conceding 
that Hyde never lied under oath about his sexual 
conduct, Talbot commented that "lying and hav-
ing an affair can't be separated. To have an affair 
is by definition to lie about it - an affair is a 
lie." 
Such a lie does not disqualify Hyde, or 
Clinton, from fitness to hold public office, Tal-
bot said. I disagree; people who hurt others with 
lies ought to be turned out by their constituents. 
In hindsight, would anybody dispute the wisdom 
of the Miami Herald's controversial decision 
more than a decade ago to reveal the lies told by 
former Sen. Gary Hart about his sex life while 
trying to win the Democratic nomination for 
president? 
The Herald's investigation told the citi-
zenry someth ing significant and enduring about 
see Ethics, page 18 
Got an opinion? The Miner accepts letters 10 Ihe editor via e-mai l to 
miner@umr. edu as well as in our mailbox in 113 University 
Cenler West. Be sure 10 include your student ID number. Let the Miner know! 
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Representatives from Theta Tau present a 
Jenks, President of the local chapter of the United Way. The money will 
be used to fund such agencies as the American Red Cross, Boys and 
Girls Scouts of America and the Special Olympics. 
photo courtesy of Theta Tau Omega 
Classified Ads 
$1250 Fundraiser Credit Card 
Fundraiser for student organiza-
tions. You'vr seen other groups 
doing it, now irs your turn . One 
week is all it takes. NO gimmicks, 
NO tricks, NO obligation. Call for 
information today. 
1-800-932-0528 x 65 
www.cx::mconcept s . cern 
SPRING BREAK 
Cancun, Florida, Etc. 
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices . Book 
Early and Save!! Eam Money + 
Free Trips! Campus Reps! Organi-
zations Wanted Inter-Campus Pro-
grams 
1-800-327-6013 
www . icpt . can 
Spring Break '99 Cancun' Nas-
sau' Jamaica' Malzalan' Acapulco' 
Bahamas Cruise' Florida' South 
Padre. Travel Free and make lots 
of Cash! Top reps are offered full-
time staff jobs . Lowest price guar-
anteed. Call now for details! 
www.classtrave l.cern 
800/838-6411 
FREE CD HOlDERS, T-SHIRTS PRE-
PAID PHONE CARDS Eam $1000 
Pan-Time on campus. Just call 1-800-
932.{)528x64 
AREA TITLE RESEARCHER 
Must have dependable transporta-
tion and good handwriting, will train. 
No cost or obligation. Call 1-800-
701 -2273. ,--___ ..L. __ -, 
Classified Ads are free 
to University of Mis-
souri-Rolla Students. 
Classifieds should be 
L-----------------------------------------4 ::~!~:Umr. edu 
along with student lD 
number 
Complete the Circle, Keep Recycling Working. 




Celebrate America Recycles Day on November 16th. 
It would mean the world to all of us. 
For a free brochure, please call 1·800-CALL-EDF 
or visit our web site at www.edf.org 
SEPA 
Hoddy's Concert Update 
by Holly Hawkins 
10/21198 Blues Traveler 
10/22198 Cowboy Mouth 
10/22198 Destiny's Child 
10/22198 Kid Rock 
10122198 Rancid 
10122198 Schwag 
10/23/98 Bener Than Ezra 
10/23/98 Cowboy Mouth 
10/23/98 Family Values, Ice Cube 
10/23/98 KORN, Limp Bizkit, Orgy 
10123/98 Rammstein 
10/23/98 Sister 7 
10123/98 Sammy Kershaw 
10/24/98 Bener Than Ezra 
10/24/98 Possum Dixon 
10/24/98 Widespread Panic 
10/25/98 Henry Rollins 
10/25/98 Bener Than Ezra 
10/26/98 Marilyn Manson 
10/27198 Digital Underground 
10/2798 Feedback 
10/27/98 Marilyn Manson 
10/28/98 Toasters 
10/28/98 Brian Setzer Orchaestra 
10/29/98 Mighty Blue Kings 
10/30/98 Clutch 
10/30/98 Sevendust, Stuck Mojo 
10/30/98 Ultraspank 
10/31 /98 Halloween Party 
11 /01 /98 Quiet Riot, Slaughter 
11101 /98 Warrant 
11104/98 Blues Traveler 
11 /05198 Riverdance (Begins) 
11 /05198 Schwag 
11 /06/98 Dread Zeppelin 
11 /06/98 Galactic Cowboys 
11 /06/98 Kings X 
11/07198 Guster 
11107198 Semisonic 
11108/98 Dread Zepplin 
11 /08/98 Tripping Daisy 






11119/98 Charlie Daniels Band 
11 /20/98 Barenaked Ladies 
11 /20/98 Fastball 
11120198 Unbelievable Truth 
11 121 /98 Jeff Foxworthy 
11121 /98 Motley Crue 
11122198 Motley Crue 
11 /28/98 Amazing Crowns 
11 /28/98 MU330 
11 /28/98 Reverend Horton Heat 
12103/98 Vince Gill 
12103/98 Houston Person! Ena Jones 
12104/98 Deftones 




The caption of the photo on page 4 of 
last week's Miner should read: On September 
10, Theta Tau Omega presented a S I 000 
check to Ivana Harris, President of the local 
division of the American Cancer Society. 
The money will be used for cancer research, 
education and patient service in Phelps Coun-
ty. 
UMR 
Blue Note $10/$12 (Columbia) 
Westport Playhouse (STL) 
Hi-Pointe (STL) 
Mississippi Nights (STL) 
Boomer's (STL) 
Blue Note $12 
Mississippi Nights 
Kiel Center (STL) 
Kiel Center 
Kiel Center 
Side Door (STL) 
Station Casino (KC) 
Mississippi Nights 
Mississippi Nights 
American Theatre (STL) 
Mississippi Nights 
Beaumont Club (KC) 
Memorial Hall (KC) 
TBA (STL) 
Blue Note (FREE!) 
Fox Theater (STL) 
Galaxy (STL) 
Memorial Hall (KC) 





Pop 's Annex (IL) 
Pop 's Annex 
Shrine Mosque (Springfield) 
Fox Theater (STL) 
Boomer 's 





Blue Note S I 0 
Granada Theater (KC) 
Blue Note $14 
Boomer 's 
Scottish Rite Cathedral (STL) 
Shrine Mosque (Springfield) 
Blue Note SI2I$14 
Boomer 's 
















look What a GiR of 
125 A Month Can GBI Your 
Kidslhese DBYs. 
Help your kids out with college, a first cal 
or a first home. With competitive interest 
rates, it's amazing what a gift of U.S. 
Savings Bonds can do for your kids. 
Call toll tree: 1-800'4US BOND. 
Tak~SSAV1NGS (i) ~h~~erlca • .BONDS "_ .' 
www.s.'lvillgshonds.gov 
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! '. Padres run out of town 'in 
game two loss to Yankees 
by Mike DiGiovanna 
L.A. TimeslWashington Post 
This wasn't a baseball game 
- it was an ambush, a classic New 
York Yankee.style mugging in . 
which the San Diego Padres were so 
thoroughly plundered they should 
have stopped by a Bronx precinct 
afterward and filed a police report. 
Putting together their first 
complete game of the playoffs -
and we don't mean a pitcher going 
the distance here - the Yankees 
throttled the Padres, 9-3, in Game 2 
of the World Series Sunday night to 
take a commanding 2-0 lead in the 
best· of· seven series. 
A run·thirsty Yankee Stadium 
crowd of 56 ,692, realizing this 
could be New York's last home 
game of the season unless the Series 
somehow returns for Game 6 Satur· 
day night, stood and cheered for the 
final ·at·bat while reliever Jeff Nel· 
son struck out Ken Caminiti. 
Of the previous 44' teams to 
take a 2-0 lead in the World Series, 
33 went on to win the champi· 
onship, but those odds meant noth· 
ing to the Yankees, who erased a 2-
o deficit in the 1996 World Series 
and swept the next four games from 
the Atlanta Braves. 
"We treat every game like it's 
Game 7," Yankee shortstop Derek 
Jeter said. "You know it's not .over. 
You know they're not going to lay 
down for us." 
The Yankees are 9-2 this post· 
season, but before Sunday night 
they had not combined all of the 
elements that had produced a 114-
win regular season - first·rate 
pitching, hitting for average and 
power, speed and defense - in any 
one playoff game. 
They'd get outstanding pitch· 
ing the nights they weren't hitting, 
or score a bunch of runs when their 
starter faltered, or come, up with a 
clutch defensive play and steal a few 
bases to make up for some other 
deficiency, 
Even their 9-6 victory over 
the Padres in Game I Saturday night 
was littered with spotty starting 
pitching, a baserunning gaffe and an 
eITor that allowed a run to score. 
But the Yanke ... s opened the 
Bronx·bomb hatch and dropped 
their entire arsenal on the Padres in 
Game 2, beginning with starting 
pitcher Orlando Hernandez, who 
gave up only one run on six hits and 
struck out seven in seven innings, 
the second superb playoff start for 
the Cuban refugee. 
The Yankees ripped four 
Padre pitchers for 16 hilS, including 
a two·run home run by Bernie 
Williams off flu·stricken San Diego 
starter Andy Ashby in the second 
and another two· run homer by Jorge 
Posada off reliever Brian 
Boehringer in the fifth. 
Every Yankee starter had at 
least one hit, first baseman Tina 
Martinez and third baseman Scott 
Brosius each had three, and leadoff 
batter Chuck Knoblauch reached 
base four times and stole second 
base in the Yankees' three· run first 
and three·run second. 
New York made two spectac· 
ular defensive plays, right fielder 
Paul O'Neill scaling the wall ·to take 
an extra·ba~e hit, and possibly a 
three-run home run ) away from 
Wall y Joyner in the first and second 
baseman Knoblauch diving to his 
left to stop Joyner's fourth · inning 
grounder and throw him out. 
' ''Tonight was our best game 
of the postseason," Jeter saiq. "We 
did pretty much everything yo u 
could ask." 
The word "resiliency" is 
tossed around as often as batting· 
practice pitches at the World Series, 
the ' ability to bounce back from 
crushing defeats a prerequisite for 
teams getting this deep into October. 
But the Padres will need to 
rebound the way they did after their 
heartbreaking defeat to Atlanta in 
Game 5 of the National League 
championship series to avoid getting 
swept by a Yankee team that appears 
capable of steamrolling even a war· 
thy opponent such as San Diego. 
Game 3 is Tuesday night in San 
Diego's Qualcomm Stadium. 
"Well, we're glad it's a best· 
of-seven series," Padre Manager 
Bruce Boc~y said of the two·game 
deficit. "This is not the situation we 
were hoping for, but we've over· 
come a lot of tough situations this 
year." 
"I can't say it's going to be 
easy," Caminiti said. "We have our 
work cut out for us, but it will be 
great to change the atrnosphere ... this 
whole stadium is right on top of 
you. You can hear fans say, 'Ken, 
you suck!' Today, 1 did." 
Hernandez, the Yankee 
starter, did not. Just as he did 
against Cleveland in Game 4 of the 
American League championship 
series, when he threw seven shutout 
innings in a 4-0 Yankee victory, the 
right·hander displayed excellent 
poise and control, working ahead of 
hitters, walking only three and baf· 
fling the Padres with his vast reper· 
toire. 
Left· handers have given Her· 
nandez some trouble, hitting .271 
against him this season, but he lim· 
ited Padre left·handers to four hits 
in 21 at·bats (.190) Sunday night. 
"He's tough - 1 wouldn't 
want to face him," Jeter said. "He 
has so many pitches and comes from 
so many different arm angles, you 
never know what he's going to 
throw." 
~-. 
Miner running back Steve Hodson (30) eludes defenders as he leaps into the end zone duro 
ing the third quarter of Saturday's game. Hodson scored on a six yard run, the Miners only 
score of the game. 
Bulldogs 
by Randal A. Burd, Jr. 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The University of Missouri· 
RolI",'s football Miners were defeated 
again' last Saturday. Truman State 
University emerged victorious with 
twenty·five points over UMR's seven. 
UMR won the coin toss but defered to 
the second half, allowing Truman to 
receive and score the first touchdown 
with 7:46 left in the first , quarter. 
UMR started their drive after receiv· 
ing the kick, but gav~ the ball back to 
Truman in two plays on a fumble by 
freshman running back Ken Okwuonu 
on the UMR 27-yard line. 
UMR defense held Truman 
back in the second quarter, forcing 
Truman to punt once and racking up 
one interception by UMR's senior 
defensive back Bobby Barton. 
Despite the incredible effort by the 
defense, UMR's offense was unable to 
make any headway. Jim Younce, 
offensive lineman and a senior at 
UMR, commented on the perform. 
ance of the team. 
"Right now [our biggest prob· 
lem] is getting all II people to do their 
assignment," Younce said. "What's 
really hurting us right now is the 
offense isn't getting us the yards. The 
offense is holding on to the ball really 
well, but they are not capitalizing on 
any of their drives." 
James Wright, sophomore 
offensive lineman , noticed s imi liar 
problems. 
" I think we put the ball on the 
ground too much and didn't get any 
consistency on offense," Wright said. 
'" think offense just couldn't get the 
ball moving when we needed it. That 
hurt us a lat." 
Jeffery Fulks, defensive back 
photo by Ryan Shawgo 
maul the Miners 
and also a senior at UMR, stressed the 
accountablity and responsibilities of 
the team as a whole. 
"Well, 1 think a lot of the guys 
try really hard, but we make a lot of 
crucial mistakes," Fulks said. "/t's a 
team effort. Our offense builds off 
our defense; our defense builds off our 
offense. We don't really click togeth· 
er all the time. " 
Truman scored in the third 
quarter with a successful field goal 
attempt from the 43-yard line with 
10: 14 left on the clock. They matched 
it with a second field goal three min· 
utes and six seconds later to bring the 
score up to 13-0. 
After receiving the kick, UMR 
started a comeback - Steve Hodson 
rushing six yards for the touchdown 
on the sixth play after the Miners 
gained possession. The comeback 
was routed, however, when Truman 
matched UMR's touchdown twelve 
plays later, bringing th~ score to 19-7. 
Truman scored once again in the 
Truman 
UMR 
" FIRST DOWNS .. ... . ~~: ..... . 
RUSHES·YARDS (NET1 ..... . 
PASSING YDS (NET) .... . .. 
Passes Att·Comp·lnt. 
Offensive plays·yards .... . 
Fumble Returns·Yards .... .. 
Punt Returns· Yards. 
Kickoff Returns·Yards ........ . 
Interception Returns· yards .. .. 
Punts (Number·Avg) ......... .. . 
Fumbles·Lost. ................ . 
Penalties·Yards ............. , 
fourth quarter cementing their victory 
and making the final score 25-7. 
The Miners have lost a total of 
seven games, five MlAA conference. 
Despite their record, they are still 
optimistic. 
"Nobody is ready to give up 
yet," Younce said. "We are going to 
fight to the end." 
"I think morale is really good 
for the the situation," Wright said. 
"W,e are going up against Missouri 
Western. It should be a really good 
game. We beat them last year. /t 
should be a really good game." 
"We have a good tearn," Fulks 
said "We are optimistic. 1 know, [our 
record] being zero and seven, it seems 
hard we could stay this way. We work 
too hard not to win. We deserve to 
win. We just figure one of these days 
the breaks are going to come our 
way." 
The Miners' next game is Sat· 
urday, October 24, against Missouri 
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UMR Cycling Club gets 
off to the races 
by Dan Fuhrmann 
UMR Cycling Club 
Three members of the UMR Cycling 
Club competed in the Outdoors Inc. Tour 
de Wolf mountain bike race on Sunday, 
Octobe r 11 . The cross-
co untry eve nt featured 
many of the country's 
top professional riders 
and offered over 
$20,000 in cash an d 
prizes. 
Brian Fuhrman, racing in the sport 
class of the 19-26 year old age group, fin-
ished 14th out of 25 riders . He finished 
four laps around the same course in one 
hour, 30 minutes, 53 seconds. 
The Tour de Wolf is Tennessee's 
largest mountain bike 
race and is sanctioned by 
NORBA. 
Chri s Deck, raci ng 
in th e beginner class 
( 19-26 year o ld age 
gro up) , finished in 14th 
place in the field of 31 
rid ers. He completed the two-lap, five 
and one half mile course in 46 minutes , 
24 second s. 
The race was the UMR 
Cycling Club's second 
club-sponsored race of 
the year. The club com-
peted in th e third race of 
th e season on October 
18 , in Iberia , Mo. but 
results were not avail-
able at press time. 
As always, the UMR Cycling Club 
we lcomes new members of all skill lev-
els . 
Three members of the UMR Cycling Club show their stuff after competing in the 
Outdoors Inc. Tour de Wolf mountain bike race. From left to right the members 
are Chris Deck, Brian Fuhrmann and Dan Fuhrmann. 




by Alan Greenberg 
L.A. Times/Washington Post 
When Aleksandar Nikolic, 
known as "the father of Yugoslavian 
basketball" was inducted into the 
Hall of Fame in Springfield, Ill. , two 
weeks ago, he apologized in his 
opening remarks for his limited abil-
ity to speak English. 
"Aleksandar, you don't have 
to apologize for not speaking Eng-
lish," said fellow inductee Larry 
Bird, "because I've been living in 
this country for 41 years, and I still 
have a problem with it." 
Bird could afford to joke 
about butchering his native tongue, 
because he was beautifully fluent in 
shooting, passing and rebounding. 
However fractured his syntax, he 
had no problem getting his point 
across. 
Neither do representatives of 
the NBA and its players union . 
Their language is sometimes coarse, 
but nobody pays it much mind. 
"There's shouting, there's 
heated exchanges, there's name-call-
ing," commissioner David Stem 
said. "It's like a family reunion." 
But the NBA "family" is 
fractured now, over the one lan-
guage they all speak fluentl y -
money. 
That happens in families, 
especially in a family business in 
which some members bel ieve their 
contribution isn't properly appreciat-
ed. 
Although the lockout is in its 
fourth month , forcing Stern to 
recently take the unprecedented step 
of canceling the first two weeks of 
the regular season, at least Stem 
seems to be doi ng the little things 
right. 
In September, with littl e fan-
fa re - no med ia conference or 
grandiose announcement - Stem 
let it be known that the league's 
innocent victims, its referees and 
office staff, would be paid indefi-
nitely. Howard Pearl , who, as gen-
eral counsel for the league's referees 
association, is a Stem rival at the 
bargaining table, said he was gen-
uinely touched by Stem's decision. 
"Commissioner Stem and the 
NBA," Pearl said, "have done 
everything possible to minimize the 
financial hardship of the lockout on 
referees by agreeing to pay their 
salaries." 
NBA officials earn $85,000 
to $200,000. The league hasn't even 
allowed its representatives to order 
the referees' new shoes and 
orthotics, so certain is it that the sea-
son is in jeopardy because of the 
inabi lity to negotiate a new collec-
tive bargaining agreement. 
Neither side has had much 
incentive to settle quickly. For the 
players, October means the torture 
of training camp (remember half the 
Celtics being hooked up to IVs after 
the early sessions at Camp Pitino?). 
It also means meaningless exhibi-
tions in two-bit towns with no 
nightlife, and no paychecks. 
The players get meal money 
($65 a day under the former agree-
ment), but don't start receiving their 
astronomical salaries until the regu-
lar season starts. For young, rich 
guys accustomed to living at or even 
beyond their considerable means, 
that's when the real pain begins. 
There is little urgency for the 
owners, either. The league has 
begun receiving payments from 
TNT and NBC for the rights (thi s 
season, about $20 million a fran-
chise) to televise its games, but there 
are no givebacks unl ess the league 
isn't playing when the TV cameras 
are ready for them, beginning 
Christmas Day. 
Miner golf 
by Erin Gifford 
Staff Writer 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla men's golf team improved 
their performance last week at 
Washburn Invitational in Topeka, 
Kansas. The Washburn Invitational 
was the last conference tournament 
of the season , so the Miner's out-
come was crucial in determining 
their standings going into next 
spring 's play. The Miners placed 
eighth overall at the event out of 
ten teams. 
Drury placed first in the com-
petition, with combined scores of 
310 on the first day and 291 on the 
second day. Central Missouri State 
University, who is currently first in 
the conference, placed second at 
the invi tational with scores of 309 
and 299 on the first and second 
days, respectively. The Miners shot 
333 strokes on the first day and 310 
on the second day, which is the 
opposite of their usual perform-
ance. 
"Nobody played very well on 
Monday," junior Andy Laegler 
said. "We usually play better on the 
first day than on the second day. It 
would have been a chance for us to 
slide in there and get ahead, but we 
just weren ' t able to capitalize on 
the opportunity." 
The Miners' coach, Ray Leuel-
lyn, had similar feelings. 
"We played pretty bad the first 
day and ended up in last place. I 
definitely think we could have shot 
6-7 strokes better than we did . But 
we played better in the second 
rounds." 
And y Laegler shot the best for 
the Miners, with 83 strokes on the 
fi rst day and 74 on the second day. 
Sophomore Brad Neuville shot an 
81 in the first day of play and a 79 
on the second day of play. Junior 
Mike Essenpre is shot an 84 on the 
first day and an 80 on the second 
photo courtesy of UMR Cycling Club 
winding up fall season 
day. Freshman Adam Hunt, who 
was present at this tournament after 
taking a couple weeks off, finished 
the first day of play with 85 strokes 
and the second day with 77 strokes. 
Sophomore Zach Nixon shot a 91 
on thel first day and an 80 on the 
secon<\ day. 
A few of the players felt the 
courses they played on were 
tougher than what they were used 
to. The first day of the tournament 
was played at Topeka Country Club 
and the second day was shot on the 
Alvamar Golf Course in Lawrence, 
Kansas. 
"The course in Topeka had 
really thick trees," said Hunt. "The 
fairways we<e pretty tight and the 
greens were tricky." 
Laegler agreed the greens shot 
fairly fast and coach Leuellyn felt 
the courses were tough, but overall 
great golf courses. 
The Miners were pleased with 
their performance this week, but 
still fec::! there is a lot room for 
improvement. 
"We can ' t seem to put together 
two good days ," Leuellyn said. 
"Talent-wise we're right there with 
our conference schools. We've got-
ten better, but the teams in our con-
ference have gotten better right 
along with us. 
"Our players definitely have 
the ability, they just don't have the 
time to play golf. Other schools 
don ' t have as hard a cirriculum as 
we do. We have time to put in nine 
holes at practice and then the boys 
need to go study. Our stand ings in 
conference aren' t from a lack of 
effort; our team is young and we 
just haven't quite made it over the 
hump. But I know they're working 
hard and I' m proud of them." 
Leuellyn is also looking to a 
fe w key players to lead the team 
into spring play. 
" Hopefull y someone wi ll step 
up in the spring. Our freshman, 
Adam Hunt, is a·hard worker. He's 
been working on his grip and a 
swing change. I expect big things 
from him next year. Andy Laegler 
is also playing really well and 
hopefully he will continue to 
improve. I'm · probably' going to 
look to him to be the leader for the 
team." 
Hunt had several good things 
to say about the team as well as 
several improvements that could be 
made. 
"We aren ' t playing up to our 
potential, but we can improve. I'm 
working on my swing right now 
and trying not to rely on my chip-
ping and putting as much. The 
Washburn Invitational was tough. 
The scores were low and all the 
schools shot well. I think we just 
need to take our-goals one step at a 
time and keep moving up. We just 
need to get eVl'ryone on the same 
page for spri ng and come prepared 
for tournaments." 
" It 's all in our mental game," 
Laegler said. "It's been hard to go 
out every week and end up placing 
in 7th. ·1 thinK we 'd all playa lot 
better if we could go out and have 
fun arid not worry about score as 
much. " 
Laegler is optimistic about the 
team 's performance for spring. 
"As soon as it's wann enough, 
Ray will have us out on the course 
practicing. I think as long as we go 
out with a positive attitude and 
have fun , we can improve our 
game. I think we can definitely 
take Missouri Southern and Mis-
souri Western and end up in 5th 
place in our conference by the end 
of spring." 
The Miners plan on having a 
good time at their last tournament 
of the fall season, the Drury Clas-
sic. The event was held on Monday 
and Tuesday, October 19th and 20th 
in Springfield , Missouri. Results 
were not avai lable at press time. 
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/ Verve 
Follow the golden rule before an accident occurs? 
by Walter Rader 
Verve Writer 
"VVe have two regulatory sys-
tems: legal and etiquette. The legal 
system prevents us from killing each 
other. The etiquette system prevents 
us from driving each other crazy." -
Miss Manners 
People. Can't live with 'em, 
ean't live without 'em. VVe humans 
are a strange breed: by nature we're 
social creatures. When we're 
deprived of interaction with other 
humans, we tend to go a little batty. 
But in the presence of others, we do 
our best to create material for articles 
with titles like "Top Ten Pet Peeves" 
or "How to Avoid Killing Room-
mates/Friends/~arentslSibl ings." 
Whether it's on purpose or not is irrel-
evant - we drive each other crazy. 
Forget "Why can't we all just get 
along?" and ask "What can we do to 
avoid causing each othet severe bodi-
ly harm?" What follows is the first in 
a series of articles that addresses that 
question and aims to promote sane liv-
. ing. 
DRNING 
Steve Martin wrote and starred in 
L.A. Story, an altogether irreverent 
look at life in southern California. He 
plays Harris K. Telemacher, a goofy 
weatherman who enjoys roller-skating 
through museums. 
On the first day of spring, he 's 
driving to a luncheon when the roads 
erupt in gunfire. The vernal equinox 
marks the first day of open season on 
the Los Angeles Freeway. Amidst a 
slew of curses, Harris loads a handgun 
to protect himself from a shotgun 
wielding truck driver, a Gatt waving 
granny and the loads of other 
motorists who exchange bullets and 
insults. 
Though L.A. Story was released 
in 199·I,.it is surprisingly prophetic. 
What it depicts is no longer limited 
only to Los Angeles. Between 1990 
and 1996, nearly 13,000 people were 
injured or killed across the United 
States as the result of aggressive driv-
ing. And that figure increases by 7% 
a year. 
Are you a cause of road rage? I 
know I'm not because I drive perfect-
ly, but it's useful to know what angers 
people the most. According to the 
A weekend to forget part 7 of 7 
by M. T. Terry 
Verve Writer 
Looking back on that weekend, I w~ only grateful for 
one thing: that Dave didn't ever want or need to qrive any-
where. Dave was obviously in no condition to drive, but 
what ifhe had tried to go somewhere? The first tPing to do 
is take the keys. Once I realized how messed up he was I 
maete absolutely sure he wasn't going to drive anywhere: 
I know statistics are a bore, but one glares out at me. 
This pamphlet I have in front of me 'says that one person 
underihe age of21 is killed or injured in an alcohol-relat-
ed crash in Missouri every ·5.1 hours. That's only people 
under the age of 21, and only in Missouri. That's probably 
why the laws are so firm against drunken driving. The very 
first time you are caught driving with a blood alcohol con-
tent (BAC) above .10%, your license is suspended for 30 
days followed by a 60 day restriction on -your license. 
I\oc.~o's I\evievs: 
Throw in court appearances, fines, possible jail time, alco-
hol education classes and a hefty hike in your insurance 
and drunken driving becomes a very bad mistake. And 
that's just the first time you get caught and if you're over 
21. If you're under 21, it's.a lot worse. 
If you have been drinking, and you plan to drive, you 
really need to plan ahead. If you've had three drinks in an 
hour, don't plan on driving for another six hours. That's 
how long it will take to eliminate the alcohol from your 
system. And only time can do it. 
No cold showers, ~offee or anything like that. You 
just have to wait. Ifyouf BAC is only 0.05% (which is not 
to the legal limit in some states) you're still 1.5 times as 
likely to get in a wreck. In fact, it's best to not plan on driv-
ing. Make sure someone is with you who's not drinking 
anything. They'll be more alert, more likely to see or avoid , 
dangerous situations and less likely to weave or drift. Be 
safe. 
Wild TbiiJiTs bas a little bit of ever¥fbing 
by Justin Sutherland 
Reviewer at Large 
Wild Things is a lurid tale that 
mixes sex and suspense with a little 
bit of comedy. 
One of the most notable things 
about Wild Things is the performance 
by Neve Campbell in which she 
shows off her versatility as an actress. 
In this movie, she plays a trashy, foul-
mouthed teenager - a far ' cry from 
her characters in the Scream movie 
series and the "Party of Five" TV 
series. She plays this trashy character 
so well thai her nice-girl image from 
her previous characters seems to shed 
away. 
Then there's Bill Murray whose 
characters usually do not go beyond 
the realm of quirkiness and noncha-
lance. When you first see his name in 
the· opening credits, it seems out of 
place in a movie like, Wild Things. 
But once he hits the screen you think 
otherwise. His character fits right in 
and brings a subtle comedy to the 
story. 
TbeTake: 
There s Something About Mary, Beau-
. tiJul Girls) is a Blue Bay High School 
guidance counselor that is accused of 
raping a student, Kelly Van Ryan 
(Denise Richards; Starship Troopers). 
Kelly is' the daughter of Sandra 
Van Ryan (Theresa Russell), a 
Neve Campbell 
wealthy' and very powerful resident of 
Blue Bay. Once Sandra finds out 
about the rape, Sam's life turns to 
ruins as he essentially becomes Blue 
Bay's public enemy. 
The case goes to trial where 
Suzie Troller (Neve Campbell; 54, 
Scream I & 2), an outcast school girl, 
bri~gs forth information that exoner-
ates Sam. This leads Sam to file a 
Sam Lombardo (Matt Dillon; . lawsuit worth $8 million against San-
dra and Kelly for the damage they 
caused him . 
In the background through all of 
this is Detective Ray Duquette (Kevin 
Bacon; Telling Lies in America, Sleep-
ers). 
The detective is unconvinced of 
the simplicity of the previous events 
and believes there is a more devious 
plan at work. From this point, the plot 
takes twists and turns proving that 
nothing is as it seems. 
Rocko's Two Cents: 
The best way to describe Wild 
Things is as the bastard child of 
Alfred Hitchcock crossed with Mel-
rose Place. Without a doubt, Wild 
Things is vulgar and melodramatic. 
Some might even say it is in bad taste. 
With that in mind, this is a movie 
you are either going to love or hate. 
There really is no middle ground. 
Between the plot twists and turns, the 
film noir feel o( the movie and the 
excellent acting by Campbell, Dillon, 
Bacon, Murray and Richards, I like.d 
it. 
In my humble opinioQ, Wild 
Things is worth a trip to the rental 
store to check out. 
AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, 
the four most common triggers of 
aggressive driving incidents are tail-
gating, cutting people off, traveling 
slowly in the left lane and changing 
lanes without signaling. 
Other things that may get you 
shot are taking up more than one park-
ing space, parking in a disabled space 
when you're not and using high beams 
in oncoming traffic. 
It's also important to know what 
to do when another driver becomes 
enraged. First and foremost, never 
make eye contact with' them. Don 't do 
anything to provoke the other driver. 
Believe me, flipping them off rarely 
helps. 
If you have a cellular phone and 
you ' re driving in Missouri, CARE-
FULLY dial *55. If you ' re in another 
state, find the number for the highway 
patrol, preferably before you're in 
your car. Be polite and courteous, 
even if the other driver isn't. 
Some more helpful advice from 
the AAA: "If you are tempted to par-
ticipate in a drivIng duel , ask yourself: 
' is it worth being paralyzed or killed? 
Is it worth ajail sentence?' An impul-
sive action could ruin the rest of your 
life . . . 
Be advised that (a) cars are not 
bullet proof; (b) a truly aggressive 
driver will follow you home; and (c) 
you' ve got to get out of the car even-
tually." Drive as if your life depends 
on it because.. well, it does. And 
remember: these days, it 's open sea-
son all year long. 
Free Fall Film Fest 
Naked Lunch 
Not an adaptation of beat writer 
William S. Burrough's novel but a 
mix of biography and an interpreta-
tion of his drug-induced writing 
processes combined with elements of 
his work in this paranoid fantasy. Bill 
Lee is a writer who accidentally 
shoots his wife, whose typewriter 
transforms into a cockroach and. who 
becomes involved in a mysterious 
plot in an Islamic port called Inter-
zone. Wonderfully bizarre, not unlike 
Burrough's books. 1991 - Rated R. 
This film will be shown on Tues-
day, October 27, 1998 in Leach The-
atre. 
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Organizational Update 
St. Pat's: Irish Times 
by Brlsn Joh,nson 
St. Pst 's Committee 
reen greelings, UMRI II 
seems Ih lll lime's jusl been fl yi ng 
by reeenlly, In ense you didn' l 
nOlice. we're over halfwoy Ihrough 
Ihe semester now, The SI. Pnt's 
Committ ee wishes 
everyone luck on 
their midterm 
grades. We hope 
you all make it 
bnck nol(I semes· 
ter so YOll can cel· 
ebrate Ihe Best 
Ever with usl 
Of course, 
midterms nren' t 
Ihe on ly Ihings 
Ihot come as the semeSler wanes on. 
There's also cold weotherl Yes, if 
you haven' l already, soon you' ll 
wllik to class one morning and be 
Ible I S' IIr brenlh . 
We nil know whol happens 
when the wenlher gets cold: you get 
co ldl Neve,' frel. Ihollgh. The I. 
1'111' ommillee hus got YO ll cov, 
ered . Iny worm Ihis year in style 
wilh n 1999 I. Put's wealshirl. 
You don' t even have to look hard to 
fi nd one 10 buy. JuSI stop by Ihe 
Puck on your way to closs and one 
of our friendly reps wi ll be happy to 
SCI you up wi lh a kelly green piece 
of portable wamlth. 
II 's time for your organization 
to start thinking about who you 
want to nominate 
for SI. Pat's 
Queen of Love 
and Beauty and 
Student Kni ghl. 
By now your 
or ga ni za tion 
president should 
have received a 
leller ex pl ai ning 
the requirements 
for Knights lind 
Queens along with an entry foml. 
Remember, those forms along wi lh 
the entry fcc. are due by November 
27th. I f you hllve !lny queslions 
ob ul Queens or Kni ghl s, 011 
Doniel Wood ock al 364. 1909. 
Thill's nil Ihe in~ rillali on 
nowi ng from the big green spout 
I duy. Remember, Ihere's onl y 14 1 
DAZE unlil Ihe BeSI Ever. I. Pat's 
' 991 
SUB presents Blues Traveler 
by Steve Ti'uemper 
SUB 
Tonighl 01 Ihe ale Bllilmon 
Multi· Purpose Building, UB pres· 
ent Blues Troveler. Alil ickets are 
$25 and will be avai lable al Ihe 
Mult i. Purpose Building. The show 
Slarts It 7 p.m. 
This weekend B Films 
presents NflIlOllal l.alllpoolI :S AII/' 
IIIfI / HOllse. The Delta Thu hi's arc 
about 10 be kicked orr of Faber 01· 
, lege and they w n't go quietly. 
They throw II wild toga party Rnd 
rui n the homecoming parllde. 
What else auld they do because, 
"you just don' t throw seven 
yellrs " f a llege down the drain." 
lunt, Kick, And Pass is new 
and improved. We 've even 
changed Ihe lIame to Bnll Fesl. Bal l 
Fesl now include Ihe fo ll ow ing 
even lS Home Run Fesl, Punt , Ki ck 
and PIISS & loseslto Ihe Pin. ome 
of Ihe prizes given away wi ll be 
McG uire paraphernalia, football s 
lind golf stufl-. Best Ball wi ll lake 
plnce lit I p.m. aturday at the Fra· 
temity Row Fields. For more in for· 
mation about any SUB event e·mail 
ussub@umr.edu . 
Theta Tau Omega getting busy 
by Msrk Wslburg 
Thets Tsu Omegs 
et ready for Theto Ta u's 
upcoming events. Pizza Night , 
Mum for Moms, and "Freshman of 
the Year" scholarships arc right 
around the bend. 
Pizzn N ighl will be held from 
unday, ctober 18th to Thursday, 
clober 22nd and from unday, 
October 2 Ih to Thursdny, ctober 
29th . 
TI,ree dollars from every 16" 
Imo's Pizza sold wi ll benefi t local 
charitics. If you hllve ony questions 
clI lI Shawn Han lit 368·2722. 
Mums for Moms wil l be deliv· 
three dollars. To ploce an order call 
Alldy Alien III 364·23 14 ext. 11 4. 
Interviews for the "Freshmllll 
of the Year" scholarships will be 
hold on Tuesday, November 3rd. 
1\vo $500 scholarships will be 
given awoy. One to a male, and one 
to a femole bosed On OPA, ctlmpus 
activities, campus hOllors, lind the 
interview. 
Applicalions will be due Fri· 
day, ctober Oth, and can be sub· 
mitted to the Thota Tllu Omega 
mailbox or any member. If you 
have 1111 questions, please contact 
teve Ell iot at 368·2806. 
YOllr support is appreciatcd by 
the community and the scholnrship 
ered tober 31 st. Mums will be recipienls. 
UMR TECHS: Carcinogenic sex! 
by Dsve Vlsnlch 
UMRTECHS 
First, it's alcohol, then it's the 
sun ; now even sex has been linked to 
cancer I Actually, sex ilself does not 
Clluse cancer, but certain sexually 
transmitted di seases (STD's) have 
been linked to It. This 
contagious form of can· 
cer is known as the 
Human Papilloma Virus 
(HPV). It is estimated 
that between 24 and 40 
million people in the 
United States alone are 
infected with HPV. That's between 
fift een and twenty percent of the 
entire U.S. population. It is also esti· 
mated that nearly sixly percent of col-
lege students in America have been 
exposed to it. Although early treat· 
ment lowers health risks, HPV is 
incurable. 
Army ROTC: 
by Cadet David Devlllez 
Army ROTC 
In Ihe midsl of outslanding ep· 
lember weal her. Ihe cad CIS of UMR's 
Army ROT, tonehenge battalion 
look 10 Ihe fi eld for Ihe Fall Weapons 
Field Truining Exercise (FTX). Thi s 
event, which lakes place al Fort 
Leonnrd Wood every filII semester, 
gives UMR clldels the opportunily to 
hone their ski ll s 
in bnsic rifle 
mark smanship, 
land navigalion, 




learn to live and 
operale in a bar· 
rucks environ-
mcnt , lItilizing n 
chai n of com· 
mand Ihal put s 
cadets in impor. 
tant posi tions of 
authorilY· 
To date, more Ihan sixty types of 
HPV have been identified. Although 
it has been long known Ihat HPV 
causes genital warts, only recent stud· 
ies have shown its association with 
concers of the cervix, vagina, anus, 
and penis. Ninety percent of cervical 
cancer has been linked to HPV. Cer· 
vical cancer kills more than 7,000 
women annually; that's more than 
deaths caused each year from AIDS. 
Not only arc the potential conse· 
quences of H PV frightening, but so is 
the case with which it may be trans· 
mitted. Like other STD's, HPV is 
transmi tted Ihrough sel(ual inter· 
course. However, HPV may also be 
transmitted through fondling, fore· 
play, and oral and anal sex as well. 
Studies indicate that condoms may 
not prevent the transmission of HPv' 
Also, nearly half of the babies born to 
HPY infected mothers become infect-
ed as well. 
How docs one know if he or she 
has HPY? Oenital warts is one sign 
of HPY; however, many strains' of 
the virus do not produce warts. In 
fact, HPV often does not produce 
any visible or noticeable symptoms 
to the infected individual. The only 
way to know if you are infected by 
HPV is to get tested for it. It is very 
important to get el(8mined often if you 
arc sel(ually active. Any woman diag. 
nosed with HPV should have regular 
Pap smears in order to determine the 
development of cervical cancer. Early 
detection of any developing cancer is 
critical. 
Weapons FTX is a success 
crly adjusl Ihe weapon 10 fil Iheir aim, 
a proces known as zeroing. Wi th the 
weapons fi nally zeroed, the cadcts 
Ihen headed for the qualificali on 
range. 
There, each cadet used his 
weapon to engage 40 pop·up targets, 
flInging from 50 to 300 meters away. 
In addition, Ihe UMR student s 
enrolled in MS 20 joined Ihe cadets of 
Sionehenge battalion at the range. For 
ullen (25), Davis (27), Gibbens (23), 
Grace (26), Hill (24), Lang (24). Lalh· 
am (24), Retz inger (24), and Swingle 
(25). Those who attained the rank of 
Sharpshooter arc Klippel (30), Sirig· 
nano (30), VanHoose (30), and Young 
(33). 
However, weapons training was 
only the start of the day's activities. 
For the cadets of Stonehenge, it was 
lime 10 push into the deep woods of 
Fort Leonard Wood 
for land navigation. 
Using only a map and 
compass, the cadets 
plunged into the 
woodline to locate a 
series of specific 
points marked by the 
engineers of Fort 
Leonard Wood. 
The end of day. 
l ight saw the begin. 
ning of the night land 
navigation course, in 
which the ' cadets 
renewed their search 
for points under the 
cover of darkness. On Friday 
afternoon, Sep' 
tember 25 th, the 
cadets of Stone· 
henge battalion 
Cadet Cullen calmly engages target after target on the qual~ Late Saturday night, the cadets 
Iflcatlon range at Fort Leonard Wood. ' returned to the bar-
assembled al 
Harris Hall, packed and ready for 
action. A chartered bus took Ihe 
cadets 10 Fort Leonard Wood, where 
they began learning the fundamentals 
of barracks living and weapon drills. 
While the majority of cadets con· 
tinued to train, the cadet leadership 
prepared to give operations orders (a 
plan used to accomplish a mission). 
In accordance with the orders, the 
cadets completed prepartltions for the 
next day 's training. 
In the early hours of Saturday, 
cpt ember 26th , Ihe cadets headed to 
the range to begi n basic ri fl e marks-
manship. Using the AmlY 's M 16A2 
dne, the codets learned how to prop· 
photo courtesy of Army ROTC rucks for a short rest. 
As the Ranger Chal· 
many of these students, the qualifica. 
tion range was their first experience 
with a real weapon. 
With the guidllflce and assistance 
of Army ROTC instructors, many of 
these first·time shooters scored high 
on the pop-up range. 
To qualify as • Marksman, a 
shooler must score between 23 and 29 
hits, out of 40 targets. A score of 30 
to 35 bestows the rank of Sharpshoot· 
er. Finally, achieving a score of 36 to 
40 cams the shooter the distinction of 
Expert. 
UMR Anny ROTC is pleased to 
announce that the following people 
qualified as Marksman: Ballard (27), 
lenge team began Sunday morning 
with a brisk ruck·run (a run with a 
fully loaded rucksack), the other 
cadets took to the task of preparing for 
departure. Following a healthy break· 
fast at an on·base dining facility, the 
cadets deaned weapons, hen boarded 
the bus for the return trip to UMR. 
In keeping with the high stan· 
dards of AmlY ROTC at UMR, the 
Fall Weapons FTX was a resounding 
success from which . all cadets 
returned with a greater proficiency at 
marksmanship alld navigation. Train· 
ing continues as Stonehenge battalion 
prepares to send another group of 
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2 Attllude (abbr.) 
3 Meadow 




6 Caustic substance 
9 Stay 





1--+-1--1 22 Small stream 
23 Stew 






I---+--t--+---; 34 Compialner 
35 Extended tlme 
-=-+--ir-+--i 37 Color 




39 Greek God of War 
40 Long live (~. ) 
41 Winter vehicle 
44 Old coin 
NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY 
.. JI-\IOt-\ t>,f\(;;R '1'\1:: I"UI YoU \Jp 
oN 1\-\1::. Pl::P(;.~Tt>.l( ~~ Ll DO 
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\<.f\\0U<. YoU ofF Of \I. 
IN'!:RESTE.Or 
W\.-\y TI-\~ B~~T »ID BRIGU"IT~T 
DoN'T RUN FoR PR~~I~NT 







32 Fish eggs 
33 Vent for 




45 Hitler's average (abbr.) 
46 Type of weapon (abbr.) 
47 Manuscripl$ (abbr.) 
. I" , tn·anenterne: ·: ,. Tardy 15 Horse 
17 Small hawk 
16 Over (Poetic) 
19 Said 
21 Probe 
releese of gas 
35 Turner 
36 MIlia was their king 
37 iliad author 
36 Chasm 
I10R05COPE;) 
D't\ Lottie Dog-I:) 
51 Former Rueslan 
emperor 
52 Food chewed 





ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Happiness and love highlights your 
immediate future. Cherish life. Live it to the fullest! Because you 
can. 
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): The stars are with you. Your day will 
be the best one you've had in a long time. Aries persons involved. 
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Don't fret! You will meet a wonderful 
Aries person today. You realize the chances are slim for you to be that 
cool . . . but today, strange lunar position guarantees your success. 
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You could meet your soulmat~ today. 
Dress in shades of red. Consult with a trusted Aries. You want to be 
your best today. 
LEO (July 23 - August 22): Today your day won't be quite as enter-
taining as they have been. An Aries person will collaborate with a 
Taurus to cheer you up. Eat chocolate. Share. 
VIRGO ( August 23 - September 22): Oh what a wonderful day! 
From hanging out and talking with your Aries friends, some of their 
cool has rubbed off onto you. Be suave. Groove. 
S: ··"i '. ·t· .," . 'f"; :tt" . ' 'W: ......... ' 'k: '. .:, .. ::i'g ..: .~ .. . ;. ft,: .. . ~ ~,:ft . . a9: '.~ ... ,. 
. . ;f .. . :'. V; . . ' ~ .. W . Q .. ,y . \" 9; 
.. ... 
http://aoife . indigo.ie/-bullock/bored.html 
LIBRA (September 23 - October 22): Anyone ever tell you how 
beautiful you are? Today you will amaze even them with how beauti-
ful you will be. People will envy you. Aries persons will envy you -
and that's saying a lot. Make them do something for you. Use your 
influence. 
SCORPIO (October 23 - November 21): Get down w~th your bad 
self. Take the moves you've learned from watching Aries persons, and 
add your own bit of flair! Smile often. 
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 - December 21): You are _money. 
You are very cool. Today, not only you, bu~ all your acquaintances as 
well will realize this. You should have a theme song . . Create one . .. 
or pick one. Sing it to people as you walk into the room. 
CAPRICORN (December 22 - January 19): Lunar position high-
lights good fortune. Sing. Dance. You can't lose today. You are. a 
born winner. Are you an Aries? Of course not, but even they WIll bow 
to you today. 
AQUARIUS (January 20 - February 18): Although today wo~'t be 
as good as you want it to be, you'll still have your friends. Just SIt 
back, try to relax, and wait for the day to end. Aries persons play 
prominent roles. 
PISCES (February 19 - March 20): Watch your habits. Keep them, 
healthy. Influence an Aries,after all, they influence you. Try to remam 
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arvIew Date: 11/05J98 12:00:00 AM 
'leduie': 1 
eruoo: Production Engineer 
~tion: Decatur, IL: Lafayette, IN 
'\imUnl GPk 2.95 
Jd Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 
In·Up Method: PRS-Qpen 
CHE a 
marb: Information on position availablo in 301 Norwood Hall 
eclat Noles: Dead6ne for submitting resumes: October 23 
~ STEel 
erYiew Date: 1012619812:00:00 AM 
hOdule I: 2 
:sition: Managemont Trainee 
::ation: Middlotown, Ohio 
,rmum GPA' 2.0 
ad Date: 12/01198 12:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
llooship: USlPerm Only 







oc:ial Not8$.: Oeadijne lor submitting resumes: October 19 
BEMARL.£ CORPORATION 
em.w o.te: 1012719812:00 :00 AM 
hedule I: 3 
&ltion: Entry Level Engineen; 
calion: Balon Rouge, Louisiana 
1imum GPA: 2.95 
ad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 10 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 
lzensnp: USIPerm Only 




CHE 8 CHE M CIVl B 
CIVL M ELEe B ELEe M 
MECHB MECH M 
1tTIIl1U: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 26 • 6:00 p.m. 
6 McNutt Hall 
«:iaJ Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 15 
.LTEl CORPORATION 
ervlew Date : 10127/9812:00:00 AM 
hedulo': 4 
lsition: Cobol Programmer Analyst Trainee 
caison: UnJe Rock. AR; Charlotte, NC 
OImum GPA: 2.0 
ad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 08.'01199 12:00:00 AM 
~n·Up Method: PRS-ClOSED 
AMTH B AMTH M CMPS B 
CMPS M ELEC B ELEC M 
EMAN B EMAN M MGTS B 
MGTS M PHYS B PHYS M 
lmarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oclober 26 . 5:30 p.m. 
5 Mechanical Eng r 
ecial Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 16 
ormation on position available in 301 Norwood Ha1l 
'DOCS 
ervlew Dale : 1012119812:00 :00 AM 
'lOdule': 8 
sition: Progranvner 
::ation; St Louis, MO 
, iml,m GPA: 2.95 
ld Date: !2I01198 12:00:00 AM 10 QM)1199 12:00:00 AM 
In-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CMPSB CMPS M 
marks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 20 . 4:00 p.m. 
'ramec Room - UCE 
adaJ Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 6 
>rmation on posltion available In 301 NOfWOOd Hall 
'DOCS 
.mew Dele: 11)'21/9812:00 :00 AM 
hedu\e.: 9 
sitioo: Programmer 
::alion: St. Louis, MO 
l iml,m GPA: 2.95 
sd Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 QM)1199 12:00:00 AM 
In-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CMPS B CMPS M 
marks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 20 . 4:00 p.m. 
rram9C Room • UCE 
eclaJ Netas: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 6 
ormation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
ICO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
BMew Date: 1/Y21198 12:00:00 AM 
hedule': 21 
sltion: Project Manager 
cation:. St. Louis, MO 
'\imu-nGPA: 3.5 
ad Date: 12.1)1/98 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM 
Ilenahip: USIPeon Only 
In-Up Method: PR5-FCFS 
ClVLB 
aeciaI Not .. : Deadline tor submitting resumes: October 6 
\SOaAno ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 
........ Dale: 11Y28198 12:00:00 AM 
-': 26 
_lion: Associate Planning Engineer 
cation: He) Springfield, MO 
nimtrn GPA; 2.95 
"ad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to QM)1102 12:00:00 AM 
a s.si6catlon: Fresh. Soph. Jr. Sr. 
gn-Up Method: Manual 




H"nal1ts: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: October 27 • 6:00 pm 
7 ME 
)9Cia1 Notes: OPEN SIGN·UP · IMMEDIATELY 
BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 1()'29198 12:00 :00 AM 
Schedule' : 27 
PosltJon: Project Engineer 
Location; Mounlain Home, AR 
Mmimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 05101/98 12:00:00 AM to 12101198 12:00:00 AM 











Remarks. PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETlNG: Tuesday, October 27·6:00 pm 
Location: Mali< Twain - 214 UCE 
Special Noles: DeadUne IOf submitting resumes: October 15 
BAVER CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 1012719812:00:00 AM 
Schedule #: 28 
Position: Various Engineering 
Location: Nationwide 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSEO 
CHE B CHEM 
CIVLB CIVLM 
ELEC B ELEC M 




Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 26 - 6:30 p.m. 
Missouri Room· UCE 
Special Noles: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 14 
BELOIT CORP. 
Interview Date: 11Y28198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 29 
Position: Engineer 
Location: Beloit, Wisconsin 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 0510119812:00:00 AM to 12101198 12:00:00 AM 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
ELEC a ELEC M 
MECHM 
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 16 
BOEING· ST. LOUiS 
Interview Date: 1G'23198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule #: 31 
Position: Quality Engineer 
Location: SI. Louis, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 12/01/9812:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 
Sign-Up Method: PRS·CLOSED 
MECH a 
AERO B ELEC B EMAN B 
MECH B 
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - 5:00 p.m. 
Carver Turner Room (The Gallery) . UCE 
Students interviewing should take copy 01 their transcript with them to the interview. 
Special Notes: Deadlino for submitting resumes: October 9 
Inlormation on position available in 301 Norwood Ha1l 
BOEING - ST. LOUIS 
Interview Date: 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule #: 32 
Position: Estimalor 
Location: SI. Louis , MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 






Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - 5:00 p.m. 
Carver Turner Room (The Gallery) . UCE 
Students Interviewing should take copy of their transcript to the interview 
Special Notes: Dead~ne for submitting resumes: October 9 
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Han 
BOEING· ST. LOUIS 
Interview Date: 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule ': 33 
Position: Prograrrvner/Analyst 
Location: St. Louis, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM 
CitizenshIp: US Only 
Classi fication: 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
CMPS B MGTS B 
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - 5:00 p.m. 
CalVer Tumer Room (The Gallery) - UCE 
Students Interviewing should take copy of their transcript to the interview. 
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9 
Informatioo on positJoo available in 301 Norwood Hall 
BOEING · ST. LOUIS 
Interview Date: 10/2319812:00:00 AM 
Schedule I: 34 
. Position: Software DesignlDeveiopment 
Location: SI. Louis, MO 
MinImum GPA: 3.15 
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 06101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizonshlp: US Only 






Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - 5:00 p.m. 
CalVer Tumer Room (The GaJIe'Y) . UCE 
Students Interviewing should take copy olthelr Iran script to the Interview. 
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8 
Inloonation on posItion available in 301 Norwood Hall 
CASE CORPORATION 
Interview Dale: 1012219812:00:00 AM 
Schodule.: 36 
Posilioo: Information available in 30 1 Norwood Hall 
LocatIon: Inloonation avallablo in 301 Norwood Hall 
MInimum GPA: 3.15 
Grad Oalo: 05101/98 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 
Classification: Soph. 


















Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednosday, October 21 - 6:30 p.m. 
Meramec Room . UC E 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 8 
CERNER CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 1012719812:00 :00 AM 
Schedule It: 38 
PosItion: Application developer 
Location: Kansas City, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.78 
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Soph. Jr. Sr. 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
AMTH B CHEM B CMPS B 
ELEC B UFS B MGTS B 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 26 - 7:00 p.m. 
201 Norwood Hall 
Special Notes: Deadline fOf submitting resumes: October 15 
CHRYSLER CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 10122/9812:00:00 AM 
Schedule It: 46 
Position: Summer Intern 
Location: Various 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 12101199 12:00:00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Jr. 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
ELEC a MECH a 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, October 21 ·5:30 p.m. 
Silver & Gold Room - UCE 
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 13 
CUENT·SERVER SOLUTIONS, INC. 
Interview Date : 1012619812:00 :00 AM 
Schedule It : 48 
Position: Application Developer 
Location: St. Louis. MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 12101198 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US/Peon Only 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
CMPSa CMPS M 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 16 
CONSOLINC. 
Interview Date: 1012719812:00:00 AM 
Schedule It : 52 
Position: Operations Trainees 
Location: Eastern U.S. 
Minimum GPA: 2.5 
Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM to 12101/03 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Soph . Jr. Sr. 
Sign·Up Method: PR5-Open 
ELEC B MECH B MIN B 
Special Noles: Dead~ne for submitting resumes: October 15 
Infoonation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
CPI CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 1012819812:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 57 
Position: Software Engineer' Full-Time and Summer Intern 
Location: SI. Louis, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Fresh. Soph. Jr. 
Sign·Up Method: PR5-Open 
CMPS B ELEC B 
Romarks: These will be 45 minute interviews 
Special Notes: ·Dead~ne for submitting resumes: October 19 
eSR R'NKER 
Interview Data: 10123198 12:00 :00 AM 
Schedulo , : 62 
PositJon: Management Trainee-Aggregate 
location: South or Central Florida 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 
Classification: Soph. Jr. Sr. 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
5<. 
MOTSB 
GEE B MECH B MIN B 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - 6:00 p.m. 
216 MeNun Hall 
Special Noles: Deadlino lor submitting resumea: October 9 
Calhoun Country Contracting Corp. 
Interview Date: 11/03198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule . : 63 
Position: Civil Engineer 
Location: Central, IL 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 12101102 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open 
CIVLB 
Special Notes: Deadline for submittIng resumes: Odober 22 
Page 12--------------------11issouriNliner--------------------------------------------------------------------------- Wednesday, October 21, 1 
OAXeON, INC. 
Intervtew Oate: l(Y.l9198 12:00 :00 AM 
Schedule.: 64 
Position: Mechanical & Electrical Engineers lor Design 
Location: Midwest United Siaies 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
ENTERPRISE RENT A CAR 
Interview Dale : 10f2919812:00:00 AM 
Position: Sales Management Trainee 
Location: Columbia, Jefferson City, Rolla. Lebanon, Springfield 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101198 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: Manual Grad Dale: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM 10 OBAJlmg 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRs.cLOSEO ECON B ENGl B HIST B 
ELEC B MECH B 
Special Nolos: Deadline tor submitting fesumos: October 15 
DOLESE BROntERS COMPANY 
InlarVklw O.t.: 1CY29198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule': 66 
Position: Civil and/or Mining Engr. 
location: OIdahoma City 
Minlmt.rTI GPA: 2.45 
PHIL B PSYC B 
Special Notes: OPEN SIGN UP - Immediately 
ARST BRANOS CORP 
Inte rview Date: 10121198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Productive EngineerlSupervisor 
Location: Rogers, AR 
Minimum GPA: 2.5 
Grad Dale: 12JOM~ 12:00:00 AM to 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS Grad Dato: 05101/9812:00:00 AM to 12.()1/98 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPerm Only ELEe B EMAN B MECH B 
Sign-Up Method: PAS-CLOSED 
CIVlB MINB 
Special Notes: Deadlino for submitting resume's: October 16 
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES 
Interview Dete: 1Ct.Z1198 12:00:00 AM 
Sc::hedule': 68 
Position: Bettery Project Engineer 
location: Joplin. MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.45 
Grad Dale: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to OM)1199 12:00:00 AM 









Special Noles: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 5 
EDS 
Interv$eW Date: 1 BI29I98 12:00:00 AM 





Special Notos: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 13 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Interview Date: 10/'21/9812:00:00 AM 
Position: Engr Management 
location: Full-lime 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 00101199 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
EMANB 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Inter/lew Date: 1012119812:00:00 AM 
Position: Mechanical Engineering 
Location : Fuli lime 
Minimum GPA: 
Grad Dale: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
MECH B 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Interview Date: 10121/9812:00:00 AM 
Position: Development 
Location: SI. Louis, MO 
Position: Produc1 Engr. Migi Engr, Quality Engr. Production Super, Industrial Engr 
Location: Midwest 
Minimum GPA: 3.25 
Grad Date: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM 10 12J01101 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Jr. Sr. 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
CMPS B ELEC B MGTS B 
MGTS M MGTS P MGTS 0 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. October 28 - 6:00pm 
Location tbd 
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: Oclober 15 
EFCO CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 1110319812:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 72 
Position: Entry level Slruc1ural engineer 
Location: Monett, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.39 
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 10 12J01J98 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPerm Only 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open 
CIVL B MECH B 
Special Noles: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 22 
ENGINEERED THERMAL SYSTEMS INC 
Interview Date: 11Y2919812:00:00 AM 
Schedule _: 73 
Position: Sales Engineer 
Location: S1. louis, MO 
. Minimum GPA: 2.7 
Grad Date: 05/01/9812:00:00 AM 10 OBlU1199 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS·CLOSED 
MECH B 
Special Notes: Deadline for submiHing resumes: October 16 
Minimum GPA: 2.75 
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 10 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 















Special Notes: Deadline for submilling resumes: October 5 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Interview Date: 10121/9812:00:00 AM 
Position: Computer Science 
Location: Full Time 
Grad Dale: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 10 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CMPS B CMPS M 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Interview Date: 10122/9812:00:00 AM 
Posilion: Summer Inlem 
Location : Mictwesl 
Minimum GPA: 2.75 
Grad Dale: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM 10 12101/02 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 
Ctassi!ication: Soph. Jr. Sr. 
Sign-Up Melhod: PRS·CLOSED 
ELEC B MECH B 
MECH P MECH D 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 5 
An Open Letter to Students on the Quality of Teaching at UMR 
UMR faculty and administration value and reward excellent teaching. Each semes-
ter you provide feedback about: 
the degree to which faculty members are prepared to lecture; 
the interests which faculty show in you and your learning achievements; 
other related issues. 
A related issue is the ability of those lecturing to communicate effectively in 
English. Some UMR faculty, like faculty on nearly every can1pus in the United States, 
are lecturing in a second or a third language. Despite a thorough knowledge of 
English, accents may remain. When you make the effort necessary to attune your ears 










In the infrequent situation that you have difficulty understanding a faculty memb.er, 
the administration wants to know. Usually, simple itnerventions to improve the clanty 
of communication resolve the situation. UMR provides an anonymous web site 
(http://www.umr.edul- ac-afrs/engyrof/) for you to express concerns. The campus 
administration will respect the anonymity for all non-abUSive messages, but retall1S the 
right to obtain the identity of individuals who send inappropriate or offensive messages. 
Walter J. Gajda, Jr. 
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
GEORGE BUTLER ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Interview Date: 1012119812:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 103 
Position: Civil Enginoer - Slruc1ural 
Location: lenexa, KS 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 0510119812:00:00 AM 10 12J01198 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CIVlB CIVlM 
Special Nolos: Schedule made up from resumes collected al the Career Fair. 
GILBERT TEXAS CONSTRUcnON CORP. (KIewIt) 
Interview Date: 1D127198 12:00 :00 AM 
Schedule': 104 
Position: EnglneerlFof9man 
Location: Texa & Oklahoma 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 05101199 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-ClOSED 
CIVLB 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. OcIober 26 - 7:00 p.rn.. 
243 McNutt Halt 
Special Noles: Deadline lor submlttlng resumes: October 15 
HAYDEN HOMES, INC. 
Interview o.te: 1Ct.Z1198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule': 106 
Position: Inlormation oot available 
Location: Inlormatlon not available 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale: 05101/98 12:00:00 AM 10 12101199 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Mothod: PRS-CLOSED 
CIVL B CMPS B 
MGTSB 
Special Noles: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 5 
HBE CORPORATION 
Interview Date: 1Ct.Z1198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule': 107 
Position: Full-lime and Summer inlems 
Location: SI. Louis, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.65 
Grad Date: 05J01/98 12.:00:00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Jr. Sr. Grad Stu. 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CIVL B CIVL M ElEe B 
ELEC M MECH B MECH M 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 20 - 6:00 p.m. 
Missouri Room - UCE 
Special Notes: DeadDne lor submitting resumes: October 6 
HENSEL PHELPS CONSTRUCTION CO. 
Interview Date: 11/03198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule _: 108 
Position: Entry level field engineer lor general construc1ion 
location: Southwest USA 
Minimum GPA: 2.15 
Grad Dale: 1210119812:00:00 AM to 12/01101 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Cpon 
CIVlB 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: November 2 at 5:30 p.m. 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 23 
HUFFMAN ENGINEERING, INC. 
Interview Date: 11104198 12;00;00 AM 
Schedule _: 112 
Position: Electrical Engineer 
Localion : Uncoln. NE 
Minimum GPA: 2.49 
Grad Dale: 0510119812:00:00 AM 1012/01/98 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open 
ElEC B MECH B 
Special Noles: OoadUne lor submitting resumes: October 23 
IWNOIS DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
Interview Date: 1012619812:00:00 AM 
Schedule Ii : 113 
location: Springfield 
Minimum GPA; 2.0 
Grad Date: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM to 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPerm Only 
Sign-Up Melhod: PRS-CLOSED 
CIVlB CIVlM 
ENPL B ENPLM 
,Special Noles: Deadina lor submitting resumes: October 15 
IWHOIS DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Interview Date: 10/'2119812:00:00 AM 
Schedule Ii : 114 
Position: Civil Engineer Trainee 
LOcation: illinois - StatWlide 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 05/0119812:00:00 AM to 08J01/99 12-:00;00 AM 
Sign-Up Melhod: PRS-FCFS 
CIVLB CIVLM 
Remarks: Compleled company Application should be laken 10 Ihe inlerview. 
lions available in 301 Norwood Hall 
Siudents interviewing should take copy oltholr transcripl to the Interview. 
Special Nolos: Oeadnne lor SUbmitt ing resumes: October 6 
IMC GLOBAL 
Interview Date : 10121/9812:00:00 AM 
Schedule Ii : 116 
Posilion: Mining Engineer 
location: Central Aonda 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale: 12/01/9812:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS·FCFS 
MINB 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday. October 20 - 6:00 p.m. 
212 McNutt Han 
Special Noles: Deadline lor submitting resumos: October 6 
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 
IntervIew Dale : 1012119812:00:00 AM 
Schedule It : 117 
Position: Mech Engr. Chern Eng' 
location: Pine Blutl, Ar1(ansas 
Minimum GPA: 3.0 
Grad Dalo: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CHE B CHE M MECH B 
MECHM 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, Octobor 20 - 6:30 p.m. 
Mark Twain Room . UCE 
Special Notes: Ooadlme lor submitting resumes: Octobor 6 
October 21 
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A1SER ALUMINUM-TENNALUM 
lieMew' o.te: 101261981 2:00:00 AM 
dledule': 118 I osition: Englnoers· Summar Intoms ocation: Jackson, TN 
. IInimum GPA: 2.45 
;rld Dale: 12,()1199 12:00:00 AM to 12101103 12:00:00 AM 
itLZenshlp: USlPerm 011y 
-c.r-FD. IaSlilicatlon: Soph. Jr. Sr. Grad Slu. 
'On-Up Method: PRS.()pen 
I ELEc a MET a pedal Noles: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 19 
I iAHSAS OEPAR1loIENT OF mANSPORTATION 
,..,.,.. OIt.: 10129/98 12:00:00 AM 
dltdule , : 119 
osition: Engr. Associate 
location: Statewide linlmum GPA: 2.0 26·1:CrJPJn. 1 .rad Date: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM 10 12/01/03 12:00:00 AM 
lon-Up Method: PRS..{)pen 
CIVL B MECH B 
lemlr1cs: Mechanical' must have strong computer background 
,ptdaI Note.s: Deadline lor submitting resumes: Oct. 22 
I {leWEll CONSTRUCTION UNDERGROUND DIV. I ,_ Dote: 11_ 12:00:00 AM 
doedulo.: 121 
I =:: ~~nee~n and Puerto RIc:o 
.mum GPA: 2.0 
~8 ;::U:~:2J01 198 1 2:00~~ AM to l ~r~J02 12:00:00 AM 
3OPftI. 
agn-Up Method: PRs.Qpen 
CIVLB MIN B 
.peciaJ Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 29 
"ormation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
UEWIT " NlNG GROUP 
,terttew OllIe: 10122198 12:00 :00 AM 
I ,cMdul9 I; 122 
Iosition: Entry Level Engin98f and Summer Intern 
ocation: TX, MT & WY 
~inimum GPA: 2.0 
irad Date: 12/0119812:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM 
:Itizenship: USlPerm Only 
;lasslficatlon: Soph. Jr. Sr. 
llon'Up Method; PRS-FCFS 
CIVLB MIN B 
lemarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, October 21 . 7:00 pm 
12 MeNutt Hall 
NOTE: Mining Engineers, pleaso sign up for A.M. interviews. Another division 01 
:iowil wilf want to Interview some of you in the P.M. 01 the same day. 
;pecial Noles: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 8 
tlEWJT-BUILDING DIVISION 
nleMew Dale: 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
tchedule': 123 
'osition: Reid/office engineer 
ocation: Omaha· throughout US 
~inimum GPA: 2.0 
irad Date: 12/0119812:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
IIgn·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
CIVLB MECH B 
.peaal Notss: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 9 
:WlKSET CORPORATION • 
,tervJew Date: 1012319812:00:00 AM 
:chedule I : 124 
'osition: Continuous Improvement Team Leader 
ocation: Bristow, OK 
4inimum GPA: 2.95 
irad Date: 12/0119812:00:00 AM 10 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 
ign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
ELEC a EMAN a 
METa 
MECH B 
lemaf1(s: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, October 22 - 6:00 pm 
'eramec· 211 UCE 
.pedal Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9 
AFARGE CORPORAT10N 
IlervJew Date: 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
ehedule.: 126 . 
osition: Engineer in Training 
tinimum GPA: 2.95 
irad Date: 12/01/9812:00;00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM 

















6marits: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday. October 22 • 7:00 p.m. 
issouri Room - UCE 
pec:;:al Notes: DeadUne lor submitting resumes: October 9 
OOICON, INC 
ItervkM Date: 101'Z7198 12:00:00 A M 
chedule.: 129 
osition: Software Engineers; Systems Analysts 
>eation: Nationwide 
Inlmum GPA: 32 
r&d Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00 AM 
Illzenship' US On~ 
lon-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
AERO B A ERO M AMTH B 





fII'naIb: Information on position avaIlable In 301 Norwood Ha ll 
peelal Notea: Deadline lor . ubmlttlng resumes: October 16 
liD-WEST ENGINEERING SERVICES 
rtervt.w 1lIt.: 11Y21181 12:00:00 AM 
chedule I : 133 
osition: Staff Engtneer 
OC«tion: St. Louia,MO; Chicago,IL: Waukesh,WI ; Grand Raplds,MI; Champaign,IL 
Ilnimum GPA: 2.0 
irad Oate: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to OMJ II99 12:00:00 AM 
itizenahip: USJ"P.rm Only 
Ign-Up _ : PRS-()pen 
ClVl B CIVL M 
peciaJ Not .. : DMdline for submitting resumes: October 17 
-
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG CO (3M) 
Interview Date : 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: See below' 
LocaIiOfl~ Natlonwido 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 07101199 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US/Perm Only 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS . 
CHE B ELEC B MECH B 
Remari(s: • Design Engineer. Protect Engineering; Porcess Instrumentation and Control 
Systems Engineering ; Research and Development: Process and Industrial Engineers ; -
Software and Electronics Engineer 
Spedal Notes: Deadlino lor submitting resumes: Seplember 14 
Inlormation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
MOTOROLA - CELLULAR GROUP 
Interview Date: 101221981 2:00:00 AM 
Position: Cellular Software System Test 
Location: A Worth, TX 
Minimum GPA: 2.45 
Grad Oate: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101198 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CMPS B CMPS M 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 9 
McCARTHY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
Interview Oate: 10l30I98 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Project Englnaer 
Location: various-USA 
Minimum GPA: 2.45 
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 05101199 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPerm Only 
Sign-Up Method: PRS·CLOSED 
CIVL B MECH B 
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEEnNG: Thursday, October 29 . 6:00 p.m. 
Place to be announced 
Spedal Noles: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 16 
McENERY AUTOMAT10N CORPORATION 
IntervIew Date: 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Control System Engineer 
Location: SI. Louis, MO Additional inlormation available In 301 Norwood Hall 
Minimum GPA: 2.45 
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
CMPS B ELEC B 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 9 
NEEDHAM & ASSOC. 
Interview Date; 1013019812:00:00 AM 
Position: Design Engineer 
Location: Overland Paf1(, KS 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 05/01198 12:00:00 AM to 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS·CLOSED 
CIVLB 
Remarks: Additional informalion available in room 301 Norwood 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 16 
PEPSI-COLA COMPANY 
Interview Date: 10123198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Produclion Supervisor, Warehouse Supervisor 
Location: SI. Louis 
Minimum GPA: 2.45 
Grad Date: 05/0119812:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSEO 
CHE B CHE M 
ELEC a 
ELEC M EMAN B 
EMANM 
MECH B MECH M 
Remaf1(s: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Octo-
ber 22 - 8 :00 pm 
Silver & Gold - 215 UCE 
Special Noles: Deadline for submitting resumes: 
Oclober 9 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 
Interview Date: 10121/98 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Chemical Engineer 
Location: Southwest U.S. 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Oale: 12101/98 12:00;00 AM to 08101/99 
12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US/Perm Only 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-FCFS 
CHE B 
Remari(s: Students interviewing should take a copy 
olthe[r transcriplto the interview 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: 
October 5 
PROCTE R & GAM BLE COMPANY 
Interview Date: 10121/9812:00:00 AM 
Position: Manufacturing Management; Full·lime and 
Summer Intems 
Location: Cepe Girardeau, MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale; 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 10 07101102 
12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US/Perm Only 
Classlficallon: Soph. Jr. 
S,_ 
Sfgn-Up Method: PRS-FCFSCHE B 
ELEC B MECH B 
Remarits: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEEnNG: 
Wednesday, September 23 . 6:30 p.m. 
216 McNutt Hall 
NOTE: These will be one (1) hour Interviews 
Special Notes: DeadUne for submlnlng resumes: 
September 29 
PROTEIN TECHNOLOGIES INTERNAT10NAL 
Interview Date : 1012819812:00 :00 AM 
Position : Process Engr. Leb Technical 
location: S1. Louis. Me 
















Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 19 
REMINGTON A RMS COMPANY INC 
Interview Date: 10129198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 157 
Position: Engineering Posilions 
Location: Elizabethtown. KY 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM to 0BJ01199 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship : US DrIly 
Sign·Up Mothod: PRS-Open 
MECH a MECH M MET B 
METM 
Remarl<s: Informalioo on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
SpecIal Notes: Deadeline for submitting resumes: October 19 
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION 
Interview Date: 10f27198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Fleld Support Engineer 
Location: Nationwide 
MinImum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 05J01198 12:00:00 AM to 12101/98 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPerm Only 
Sign-Up Method: Manual 
CMPE a ELEC a 
Remari(s: PRE·REC RUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 26· 6:00pm 
Location: 212 McNutt Hall 
SpecIal Notes: OeadUne for submitting resumes: October 15 
SAle-SCIENCE APPUCAnONS INTERNAT10NAL CORP 
Interview Date: 11103198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule ': 161 
Position: Engineers/Jr. AnalysIs , Full-Time & Summer Intem 
Location : Nationwide 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Oate: 05101& 12:00:00 AM to 12101103 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Only 
Classification: Fresh . Soph. 


















Remarks: Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 22 
SCHLOSSER FORGE CO. 
Interview Date: 11{02l98 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule If: 166 
PosiUon: Metallurgist I Mel Engineer 
Location: Eastern l.A. Basin 
Minimum GPA: 2.85 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM 
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open 
AERO B MET B 










Grad Date: O5IOlm8 12:00:00 AM 10 08101199 
12:00:00 A M 
Sign-Up ".,thod, PRS-Open 
CHE a CHE M 
PUI your education ond imoginolion 10 work in on environment Ihat choUenges your mind , 
st imulotes your creativity. ond rewords your ini tiotive . 
CHE P CHE 0 
CHEM B CHEM M 
CHEM P CHEM 0 
.. -------------------------- .... .,. 
CMPSB CMPS M 
CMPS P 
On e Symbol Plozo , Hoh$vllle . NY 117A2·1300 • 15161 738·2AOO • Internel : www Iymbol.com 
CMPSO EMANB 
" i l!~'-~·~~ ~~··"~ " ' · · . . .... .,~ .-' 7 .. - - - . , . . .... .... . ...... _ . _ .. . . . . . .... _ __ ._ . . . .. .... . .. . 
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SHAFER, KUNE & WARREN, P.A. 
Interv.o.te: 111tl5f98 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Civil Engineer 
Location: Kanem city. MO; Macon. MO 
Minimum GPA: 2.15 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1199 12:00:00 AM 
ClalS5ification: Sr. 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open 
CIVLB MECH B 
Special N~8S: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 23 
SHERWIN WIlliAMS 
Interview Date: 10127198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Chemist 
location: CkN'oland. OH 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 05101199 12:00:00 AM 
CItizenship: USlPorm Onty 
Slgn·Up Method: PR5-Q.OSED 
CHE B CHEM B 
Aomarks: PRE·,RECRUITMENT MEEllNG: Monday, ~ober 26 • 6:00 p.m. 
210 McNutt Hall 
Special Notes: Deadine lor submitting resumes: October 15 
SHERWlH-WlWAMS AUTOMOTIVE 
InterView Dllte: 10f29198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Chomisl Full-TImG & Summer Inlem 
Location: Chicago. IL; Troy. MI 
Minimum GPA: 2.7 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPerm Only 
Clasalricatlon: Jr. Sr. Grad Stu. 
Sign·Up Method: PR5-Open 
CHEM B CHEM M 
Speciel Notes: Deadine lor submitting resumes: October 19 
SOUTHOOWN, INC 
InlervJew Date: lDn2198 12:00:00 AM 
Position: Chemical Engr., Mechanical Engr .. Electrical Engr .• Civil Engineer 
location: various locations 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dato: 05101198 12:00:00 AM to OBIOI/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPorm Onty 







Special NOCos: Doadfine lor submitting rosumes: October 8, 1998 
SOUTHOOWN, INC 
Interview Date: 1()'23198 12:00:00 AM 
CIVL B 
ELECM 
Position: Chemical Engr., Mechanical Engr., Electrical Engr., Civil Engineer 
Location: various locations 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 05i01J98 12:00:00 AM 10 OBIOI/99 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USlPorm Onty 







Spadal NOCes: Dead'no IOf SUbmitting rosumes: October 8. 1998 
SOUTlfWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Interview o.te: 10t'2&198 12:00:00 AM 
Schodule': 173 
Position: Engineer; Anatys!; Scientisl 
location: San Anlonlo. TX & Othe~ 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 05.101198 12:00:00 AM 10 0eJ01199 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: US Onty 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open 
CIVLB 
ELEC M 
CHEM B CHEM M CHEM P 
CHEM D CMPS B CMPS M 
CMPS P CMPS D ELEC B 
ELEC M ELEC P ELEC D 
MECH e MECH M MECH P 
MECH 0 MGTS B MGTS M 
MOTS P MGTS 0 PHVS B 
PHYS M PHVS P PHVS 0 
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEEllNG: Tuesday, October 27 . 7:00 p.m. 
Meramec Room • UCE 
Special Notes: Doadlino lor submitting resumes: October 19 
Co-Op 
10J02J98 12:00:00 AM NTN_ 
Nacomb, illinois 




Option open IOf on-catTIPUa inlerviewmg 
Sign-ups released: 929198 
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS 10121198 
STAAT 1ST co-op WORK SESSION January 1999 ·August 1999 
10119/98 12:00:00 AM 
ANHBUSCH·MFG SYSTEMS GRO-CMPS, MGMT 
51. Louis. Me 




Inlormatlon meedng 9128 UCE 5:30 Centonnial hall 
Sign-upJ roleased: 911198 
DEAOUNE 1 QI5S8 
Star1 lsi co-op work aeMion January 1998 · August 1998 
Job Descriptiona avallabkt al the Co-op Offioe 
10119198 12:00:00 AM 
o.NI Spfcer AxM 
Columbia. MO 





Sign·up. roleaMd: 9(1/98 
Schodule closed lor Slgn·upJ l00J98 
SOUTHWESTERN PUBUC SERVICE COMPANY 
Interview Dele : 1012119812:00 :00 AM 
Schedule . : 174 
Position: Oislnbution Design Engr • FuU·lime & SUmmer Inlom 
location: Amarillo, TX; Lubbock, TX: Roswell, NM 
Minimum GPA: 2.3 
Grad Dale: 05101198 12:00:00 AM 10 12101,{)2 12:00:00 AM 
Citizenship: USIPerm Onty 
Classification: Soph. Jr. Sr. Grad Stu. 
Slgn·Up Method: PRS·FCFS 
ELEC B 
ELECM 
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 20 . 6:00 p.m. 
201 Norwood Hall 
Special Notes: Deadlino lor submitting resumos: October 5 
SPRINT 
Interview Dete: 10122J98 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 176 
Position: NeiWOO Engineer 
Location: Kansas City, MO Melro Area· Inlormation available in 301 Norwood Han 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dala: 12J01198 12:00:00 AM 10 08I01A:\'2 12:00:00 AM 
Classiflcalion: Jr. Sr. 
SJgn·Up Method: PRS·FCFS 
ELEC B ELEC M 
Remartu: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, October 21 ·6:00 pm 
Gallery (Carver·Tumor Room) • UCE 
Specia l Noles: Dead~ne lor submitting resumes: October 8 
SPRINT 
Interview Date: lCl129f98 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 1 n 
Position: Access Anatyst 
Location: Kansas City, MO • Melro Area 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 12101/981 2:00:00 AM 10 O5IOl,{)l 12:00:00 AM 
ClassJllcation: Jr. Sr. 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-ClOSED 
ELEC B ELEC M 
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednosday. October 28 • 8:00 pm 
Localion: Mark Twain· 2114 UCE 
Special Nolos: Deadlino lor submitting resumes: October 15 
SYMBOL TECHNOLOGIES 
Inlervlew Date: lIY3(W8 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 181 
Position: Inlormation available in 301 Norwood 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 12101,{)1 12:00:00 AM 
Classirlcation: Jr. Sr. Grad Slu. 







Special Notes: DeadWne lor submitting resumes: October 16 
Sherwin Williams 
Interview 08te: 11106J98 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 182 
Posilion: Chemist and summer intem 
Localion: Chicago, IL 
Minimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 12101J02 12:00:00 AM 




Classification: Soph. Jr. Sr. Grad Stu. 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open 
CHE B CHE M CHEM B 
CHEMM 
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, Nov. 5. 1998 al 7:00 p.m. 
Special Noles: Deadline lor submitting rosumes: October 23 
THE otAL CORPORAOON 
Interview 0. .. : 1012619812:00:00 AM 
Schedule': 188 
Position: Protect Engineer 
Location: SI. louis, MO 
~nimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 Q5.1)1fi]9 12:00:00 AM 
Stgn·Up Method: PRS-GLOSED 
CHE B ELEC B 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 16 
10119i98 12:00:00 AM 
Dow ChemIcal Company 
TX; LA; MI ; OH; 
CHE B ELEC B 
2.7 
Sophomo,e 
Junior US Only 
Stgn·upa rektaMd: 91M~8 Schoclule closed IOf algn-ups 1012198 
1011g..ge 12:00:00 AM 
Hunter EnglMering Company 
Bridge(on. MO 





Senior USIPerm Onty 
Sign·ups releaaed: MW8 
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS 1019198 
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION January 1999 
www.hunlor.com 
10119198 12:00:00 AM 
NucorSlMl 
Hickman, Arkansas (noar BlytheYil1e. Arkansaa) 





Schedule open for algn-ups 1 CIr'5I98 
SchedWe cloMd tor aiQn·ups 10115198 
M.ECH B 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999 and or MayfJune 1999 
WWWJlucor.com 
U.S. DEPT OF OEFENSE-HAVY RECRumNG 
Intervhtw Dale : 11103198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 197 
Position: Enginee~ 
location: World Wide 
M.inimum GPA: 2.95 
Grad Date: 12A)1198 12:00:00 AM 1008101/99 12:00:00 AM 
Cltizonship: US Only 
Classification: Soph. 








Special Notes: Dead~ne lor submitting resumes: October 2 
U.S. DEPT. OF DEFENSE· NAVY RECRUITING 
Interview Date : 11/D'2J98 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 198 
Position: Various Engineering & Scientists 
Location: Crane. Indiana 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad DaIO: 12,{)1198 12:00:00 AM to 05.()1/99 12:00:00 AM 
Slgn·Up Method: PRS~ 
CHE B CHE M 
CHEM B CHEM M 
CIVl B CIVLM 
CMPS B CMPSM 
ELEC B ELEC M 
MECH B MECHM 
PHVS B PHYS M 
Special Notes: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 22 
VERITAS DGC INC. 
Interv5ew Date : 11/'05198 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 202 
Position: geol & goolphy, math, physics 
location: Houston. TXX 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Date: 12,{)1198 12:00:00 AM 10 12!O1,{)1 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Jr. 
Slgn·Up Method: PRS·Open 
AMTH B AMTH M 
GEOL M PHYS B 
Remarks: inlo mig on 1114J98 
led projectOf & screen vcr 5:00p-7:00p 
Speciat Notes: Deadlino lor submitli1\Q rosumes: October 23 
Inlormation available in 301 Norwood Hall 
WAL-MART 
Interview Date: 10126198 12;00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 203 
Position: Engineering Manager Trainee 
location: BontonviUe, AR 
Minimum GPA: 2.7 
Grad Date: 12,{)1198 12:00:00 AM 10 12,{)1101 12:00:00 AM 
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED 
CiVl B 
Special Notos: Deadline lor submitting resumes: October 16 
Inlormation about position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
WAL-MART STORES INC. 
Interview Date: lon&'98 12:00:00 AM 
Schedule.: 204 
Position: Programmer· Full·Time and Sunmer Intom 
location: Bentonville. Arkansas 
Minimum GPA: 2.0 
Grad Dale: 05.()1198 12:00:00 AM to 12101Jt)2 12:00:00 AM 
Classification: Jr. Sr. Grad Stu. 













CMPS B CMPS M MGTS B 
MGTSM 
Remari<s: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday. ~ober 21 • 6:00 p.m. 
210 McNull Hall 
Special Notes: Deadlino lor submitting resume. : October 1 






Junior US Onty 
Slgn·ups roleased 10112198 Schedule closed IOf sign·ups lCYI9198 
alar11,1 co-op worit HssJon tanuary 1999 
10121198 12:00:00 AM 




























Inlormation meeting: 1012198 6pm UCE 101 Gallery W 
Sign·uPil rektuod; 1~ DEADUNE 1(W14197 
START 1 ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 
10122198 12:00:00 AM 
G,M·AUlaotI Dlvlalon 
Incianapoii .. IN 
El£C B UtAN B 
2.95 
F" •• hman 
-
JunIo< 
Senior USIP.mI Onty , 
MECH B 
$tgn·VP!l Open lCY5r98 Schedule doMd lor slgn·ups lCVI5198 
HaVing 













Wednesday. October 21, 1998 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ~issouri~iner ------______ ----------Page 15 
1Q122198 12:00:00 AM 
Gene,.1 MoIOf •• Delco Elect. 
Kokomo,IN 





Senior USlPerm 0rI1y 
10126198 12:00:00 AM 
Hollistor Incorporated 
Kirksville, MO 
MECH B EMAN B 
2.7 
Sophomore 
Junior USlPorrn Only 
10/28198 12:00:00 AM 
Bekllert Dyersburg Sleel Cord Co_ 
Dyersburg. Tennesseo 
CHE B ELEC B EMAN B 




Schedule opon lor sign-ups 1015198 Schedule closed fO( sign-ups 
HV22J98 12:00:00 AM 
Gene,.1 Motors Powertraln 
Saginaw, MI 
10115198 
Sign-ups reloased: 9/1198 Schedulo closed for sign-ups 10116198 
Start 151 co-op work session January 1999 
PREFER STUDENTS WHO WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR A SECOND CO-OP WORK 
SESSION 
Sign-ups roleased 9122198 Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10114/98 
start 1st co-op work session January 1999 
Company pays lor housing 





Senior USlPerm 011y 
Slgn-ups released 10/5198 Schodule closed tor sign-ups 10115198 
lMW8 12:00:00 AM 
Rockwell Collins Defense 












Inlormation mooting: 10121 6pm - UCE Meramec Room 6pm 
Sign-ups released: 1016198 Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10116/98 
1(1r'23<98 12:00:00 AM 
Emerson EJecbic Appliance Mlr Co. 
St_Louis, Me 









SenlOf' USlPerm Only 
Information meeting : 9124198 7pm UCE 211 Maramec Room 
Sign-ups released: 9/ 1198 
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 9/14198 
slart l si co-op work session JANUARY 1999 
cancel lhls Friday, 9-25 - will reschedulo laler 
10126198 12:00:00 AM 
Tennalum Dlv/Kalser Aluminum 
Jackson, TN 
















Sign-ups released; 9/8198 
ELEC B MGTS B 
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10114/98 SAM 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 
www.cpitech .cpicorp.com 
10128198 12:00:00 AM 
Heckethorn Manufacturing 
Dyersburg, TN 





Sign-ups released: 911198 
METa 
SCHEOULE CLOSEO FOR SIGN-UPS 1012198 START 1 ST CO-OP WORK SESSION 
January 1999 HOUSING PROVIDED BY COMPANY 
Sophomore 
Junia< 
Sign-ups released: 9/14198 Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10/14198 





Information mooting 10122 Spm - 201 Norwood Hall 
Slgn-ups releasect 911/98 Signups closed 1014/98 
start 1st co-op work session January 1999 or August 1999 
1003198 12:00:00 AM 
SotuUa-Catondelet Plant 
St.Louis, Me 




Sign-ups released: 918198 
SCHEOULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10/5198 
STA.RT 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 
lOOS198 12:00:00 AM 







MagneTek Advanced Development Ctr. 
51. Louis, Mo 
ELEC B MECH B 





Sign-ups released: 9/ 1198 Schedule closed lor sign-ups 1012J98 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999 
10128198 12;00:00 AM 






Inlonnallon meeting 10127/98 Spm ME 117 
Sign-ups released 1012/98 
Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10/26198 
ELEC B MECH B 
Junior 
Sign-ups released: 9/1198 Sign-ups closed 1 (V16198 
10128/98 12:00:00 AM 
Siemens Bldg. Tech (Iormerly landls & Slaefll) 
51. Louis, Mo and Kansas City, MO 





Junior USlPerm Only 
Sign-ups open 9/21198 
Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10/14198 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999 
www.us.landisstaela.com (us this as homepage address for now) 
10128/98 12:00:00 AM 
Walmart 
CMPS B MGTS B 
Sign-ups released: 9/ 1198 Schedule closed for sign-ups 1012J98 
Senior 
Sign-ups posted 9129/98 Start 1st co-op work session January 1999 and/or May/June 1999 CO-OP EMPLOY-MENT 
1012919812:00:00 AM 
Alrtrollnc. 
St. Louis, MO Sd1edule closed lor sign-ups 10119198 
518ft 1st co-op work session January 1999 
10119198 
---.-...... . 
_ .. .. 
Having cOlnputing problems? Up late W'orking ~n a deadline? So 
is the Helpdesk; W'e are available until 1 :00 a.m. In CS 116 and 
frOl:rl. 1:00 - 6:00 a .IT'- in CS 108. 









Sign-ups released: 911198 Schedule Closed for sign-ups 10/12198 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999 
10/19198 
as low as 
~ Blac~ & White - $.04/copy 
~ CoIor-$.T9/copy 
24 HDUI ACCESS AVAltAIL, 
Other Services Available: 
Laminating, Binding, Transparencies 
Southside Shoppers World 
1028 South Highway 63 




320 Ichord Ave. Su~e H 
Waynesville. Mb 65583 
573-774-5538 
573-774·5744 (fax) 
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10129t'98 12:00:00 AM 
Clty~ 
Springlie4d, MO 






1(),13(W8 12:00:00 AM 
Chemlclll Urn. 
Ste. Genevieve, MO 
CHE B CUPS B ELEC B 




11105198 12:00:00 AM 
AB Chance 
Centratia, MO 




Sign-ups roleased 1019198 
Sign-ups released: 911/98 
Schedule dosed lor sign-ups 10116198 
Sign-ups released: 1015198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10126198 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSiON JANUARY 1999 www.chemicammo.com 
Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10128198 
slart 1 sl co-op wor1< session May/June 1999 
slart 151 co-op W ort<. SessIon - January 1999 
10J29i98 12:00:00 AM 
Monsanto Company 
Chicago, II, 5 1. Louis, Mo, Skokie. IL. Fayotteville, NC, Muscatine, fA 
CMPS B MGTS B 
2.95 
Junior 
Senior US Only 
Sign-ups reloased 9129198 
Schedule closed for sign-ups 10/14198 
STAAT 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUAY 1999 
10129198 12:00:00 AM 
Sundstrand Corporation 
10130i98 12:00:00 AM 
Hoechst Marlon Roua.sel 




Sign-ups released 10/12198 Schedu le closed for sign-ups 10/27198 








MET D MIN D 
11 /051981 2:00:00 AM 
Advanced Circuitry Dlv-utton Sy •• 
Springfie ld, Mo 




wi ll lnierview 1115198 - changed to 11/6198 
Slgn·ups released: 9/8198 
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10l30I98 
TITLE - ENGINEERING ASSISTANT 
wobpage address - littonacdipe.com 
CMPSD 




ELEC B MECH B CHE B 
CMPS B 
Not Interviewing on-campus - submit your name and il they are interested they will do 
phone interviews Sign-ups released 9/24198 Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10/16/98 
Start ~ st co-op wor1< sosslon January 1999 through til August 1999 
Midlothian. TX - 20 miles south of Dallas and FL Worth 




Junior USIPerm Only 
changed Interview date to 10/29 
Information Mooting 10/28198 UCE 101 Ga ller W 6:30pm 
Sign-ups released: 9/8198 
Schedule closed lor sign-ups 10/19198 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 
10/H?198 








Schedule open lor sign-ups 10115198 
Schedule closed lor sign-ups 11/6198 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 
WW'W.chaparralsleel.com 
Schedule open lor sign-ups 10/9198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10126198 
STAAT 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999 and or May/June 1999 January 
prelerred by company 
11/13/98 12:00:00 AM 
Klmoorly-Clark Corporation 
Va rious US Locations 
ELEC B MECH B 
Grab a Whole New 
Altitude At US Space 
Camp & Aviation ChalJenge 




October 26, at 5:30 p.m., University Center, Hawthorne Room 
#2.01.34 
Interviews will be conducted October 27, 1998 between 
8:30 am and 4:00 pm 
Requires the completion of your sophomore year of 
college. We provide HOUSING, MEALS, PAID 
TRAINING. UNIFORMS, PLUS AN HOURLY 
WAGE! 
For more information contact the University of Texas-San 
Antonio Career Services, or: 





Junior US/Perm Only 
Information meeting 11/12198 7pm UCE Rm 211 Meramec Room 
Sign-ups released 10/2/98 
Schedule closed for sign-ups 10130/98 
Start 1st co-op wor1< session January 1999-Aug 1999 CO-OP EMPLOYMENT 
10119198 
1210119812:00:00 AM 
Wolf Creek Nuclear OperatIng 
Burlington , KS 
CHE B CIVLB ELEC B 
MECH B NUCL B 
2.7 
Junior 
Senior US/Perm Only 
Not interviewing on campus - it interested, submit name on system and we will send 
your resume to them 
Sign ·ups released 1017198 
Schedu le closed lor sign-ups 10/26198 Company not interviewing on-campus 
Wor1< session: January 4, 1999 through Augusl1 3, 1999 





PUZZLE APPEARS ON PAGE 10, 
Congratulations to 
Tim Laycock and Traci Walker 
. ASUM's Legislative Interns 
I " '\ 
(,1 I-I . for the 1 999 
/h ' ~ II j\SUM. Legislative Session 
which was my favorite 
a "jam band", they refl 
Mat(hews Band. Unf01 
times during their set dl 
tarion and equipnenL 
band played on for ahn 
Saturday, Octolic 
Mereel? Fuse 12, Not' 
1et Lif~ Again,thefor 
n~ 
YJ 
Name ............ . 
Address 
City ....... ·.·.·.:·.::::· 
Signulure 
....... 
.---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ...... '~ 
Iker 
tterns 
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KMNR 25'TH ANNIVIERSARY ' CONCERTS 
event. 
f riday, October 16th, the bands were Orange" 
Tree, Celery, and. VitlmJ,in A. Due to a rain forec~ 
the concert that was originallY,planneil for. the Puck.· 
was moved, to the Miner Recreation Center. 
Although the weather was grim. the music was not. 
and the crowd had a festive time. 
OrangeTree is a .$ka band from the St. Louis 
area. Most notably;:one ofthememoors of the band 
is Jason Nelson, a fonner MlJ330 front man. The 
crowd was .extremely eQthusiastic, as was the banl 
Celery is a poplpa band from the Sf. Louis 
area. They enjoyed making the show a stand-up . 
comedy routine as well 'as a concert They mape an 
impressive. song dedicated tothe students of Rolla ' 
en tit led 
" R 0 1·1 a 
It 
Vitamin A, 
which was my favorite for the everung. Easily described as 
a "jam band", they reflect a cross between Phish and Dave 
Matthews Band. liJnfortunately, the power went· out several 
tintd dwing their ~ due to the Sheer am~)Jnt of instrumen-
lati,?n and eq\lijxnent. . The lights were totally cut and the 
band play~ odor almost tw() hours in the dark! 
Saturday, Octob\lr \ 7th, the bands we,re Who is Jaster 
Merem. Fu§e 12; Not Waving but Drowni)1g, and My Scar-
let Life. Again, the forecast was a dreary, rainy one, as the 
crowd was moved inside the house of Kappa Sigma fraternity. 
Who is Jaster Mereel? was the first band up for the evening. Their blend. of punk and "alter-
native" music was energetic. They did several cover songs of local and national bands. The crowd 
listened to the sound and enjoyed hamburgers, hot dogs, and soda, as severall(MNR personnel, 
myself included, barbecued to the beat. 
Up next was Fuse 12, a band that I would classify as hardcore punk They were very good, 
as well as approachable. After their perfonnance, I was able to talk t9 them as they joked about 
the ''metropolis of Rolla". 'The crowd was c;specially pleased wjth their stagc;,presence. 
Not waving but Drowning is the brainchild of Justin Manic, one of the former members of 
Hereafter. J:l.ereafter perfonned at'KMNR's Freaker's Ball last 
year. From St. Louis, these guys are a blend of bard core punk 
and metal. They played very loud and very bariI. 
Last for the evening was the Chicago-based ensemble, My 
Scarlet Life. Easily the favorite for the evening, this grQup's 
style is similar to female-led bands such as Esthero and Por-
tishead. They had two excellent fe/llale vocalIsts and several 
extremely, talented backup masicians. The house was packed 
for the majority Of their set and they stayed around afte(ward 
to chat With the audience. 
All in all, the concerts were a success. The weather put a 
damper ort many peOple's spirits bUf those feelings .were soon 
dimiuished as the music brought happiness to alL 
photos by Sean KItterman and Missy McLean 
-. 
INSTANT CREDIT 
~£.~~ Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits ~ 
~~~ Up To $10,000 Within Days! ~ ~ 
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT! 
no credit • bad credit • no incolDe? 
If You Think You 
Can't Get A Credit 
Card, Think Again. 
1~--------------------------------------------------------, ORDER FORM . 
YES! GUARANTEED APPROVAL I want Credit Cards immediately_ CRA, PO Box 16662, ATLANTA, GA 3032 1 
Name ...... ............ ......... ............................................................................................................................................. ....... ... ..... .......... .. .............. ......... ....... _ ........ . . 
Address ........ .. ... ........ ............ ....... .. .... .... ...... .... ........... ......... .... ......... ..... ........... ................. ..... ...... .......... ..... ....... ........ ... ............. ..... ...... ... ... ... .......... ........ .... ...... . 
Cily ............. ... ..... ... .... .... ....... ............ ... ... .... ..... .......... ........ ........ ...... : ................... Slale ........ ... ..... ....... .... ................. .... . Zip .. ... ... ...........•.. ........ .... .. .......... , ...... . 
Signature ............... .. ..... ..... .. ........ ............. .... ....... .. .... ...... .. ........... ..... ..... .............. .. ... ........ .......... ..... ......... ................ ....... ..... ..... ............ ...................... ..... ..... ..... . 
Tired of Bein Thrned Down? 
.. 
Page 18------------------N.lissouriMmer------------~---------------------------------------------------------
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Monday Night Football 
Chiefs & Steelers 
Budweiser Promo 
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES 
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS 
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO. 
OHBABY!!! 
T.A.COS db B~R.R.ITOS 
Friday 11 :30-2:00 
Ethics 
From page 3 
Hart's character. But my disagree-
ment with Talbot derives from my 
citizenship, not my vocation. 
As an investigative reporter, I 
have struggled with how much 
unpleasant private information to 
publish. About a decade ago, I wrote 
the first independent biography of 
Armand Hammer: Occidental Petro-
leum Corporation chief executive 
officer, art collector, patron of cancer 
research, citizen-diplomat, a man of 
many accomplishments -- and a 
habitual liar. 
Although my publisher trum-
peted the unauthorized nature of the 
biography on the cover over my 
protest, it was not a mostly negative 
book. I gave Hammer credit for his 
accomplishments in chapter after 
chapter. Many reviewers accused me 
of treating Hammer's life too ginger-
ly. 
I tried to treat his private life 
thoughtfully, judiciously -- not gin-
gerly. My agent and my ·editor, hop-
ing for best-seller status, did nothing 
to discourage the inclusion of details 
about Hammer's sex life. I decided 
against publishing most of those 
details. Hammer was alive at the 
time. So was his son, two grandchil-
dren, his third and longtime wife, 
and several of Hammer's alleged 
mistresses. 
The revelations about numer-
ous nonsexual episodes in Hammer's 
life would have been painful enough 
to him and his family. Why cause 
additional pain when I could not 
clearly connect his sexual behavior 
with his public decision-making? 
Could I frame Hammer's private 
behavior as a character issue? Sure, I 
could have. Biography ought to be 
all about character. It seemed to me, 
however, that I could delineate his 
character without bringing most of 
the documented and rumored sexual 
activities into the book. 
So I omitted everything I 
knew for sure, and nearly for sure, 
about the times he forced himself 




.1IJJII ~ I. 
l ulllll1ftQIS8J Bill_ 




Get your team an application at Student Affairs, 
Student Health, or at www.wnr.edu\-umrtechs 
and documented fact about an extra-
marital affair between the then-octo-
genarian and a woman about half his 
age. Details of that affair, by the way, 
would be published after Hammer's 
death by a later biographer, as well 
as by many other journalists. 
Maybe I made the correct eth-
ical choices, maybe I did not. But I 
did not publish or withhold mind- I 
lessly. I used the vacuurn-c1eaner 
approach on information gathering 
-- and then used the contents of the 
dirty bag judiciously after emptying 
it. 
Media critics have every right 
to carp about journalists' publishing 
details about the sex lives of Con-
gress members who are Clinton 
detractors. But those critics ought to 
recognize that journalists have a dif-
ficult job as they decide whefe-'to 
draw the line. 
Weinbetg is a former execu-
tive director of Investigative 







national ,..n""" .. ,vl 
supplies, postagel 
ingl Bonusesl Start 
diatelyl Genuine nl"l!nn,-tu. 
nltyl 
Please rush Long Se 
Addressed Stamped 
lope to 
" MPC, SUITE 391 
2045 Mt .. Zlon Rd 
MORROW, GA 30260 . 
' ~~------------------------------------------------------------~~ 
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----Financial Aid----
RYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW 
mLARSHIP PROGRAM 
h an eye toward assisting out-
Iding college bound students, 
ysler Corporation recently award-
1,000 grants to 40 recipients 
!ugh its new Junior Golf Scholar-
: ) Program. Even though the major-
of the winners play golf, all selec-
IS were made based upon their aca-
lic and extracurricular effort. For 
re information on this exciting pro-
m call 1-800-856-0764. 
. PARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
~ ARMY HEALTH PROFES-
)NAL SUPPORT AGENCY 
the Army pay your way through 
dical, Dental Optometry School, or 
Doctoral level degree in 
nicaVResearch Psychology. Schol-
bip includes: full educational fees, 
luired books, lab fees, required 
Jipment rental, $865.00 monthly 
Jend. 
'R MORE INFORMATION ON 
tMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTU-
{fIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN 
NO L. MURPHY OR MRS. 
IARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800-
9-0024. 
[OS' CHANCE INC. OF MIS-
hat is Kids' Chance? It is a non-
atit corporation developed by inter-
red employers, attorneys, laborers, 
lurers, third party administrators, 
vemment officials, health care rep-
,entatives and rehabilitation 
oviders. The purpose of Kids' 
lance is to provide educational 
holarships to financially assist the 
ucation of children of workers who 
fve been seriously injured or killed 
Missouri work related injuries. 
ich Children are Eligible for the 
:holarship? To be eligible for the 
holarship the child's parent must 
lve sustained a serious injury or 
,tality in a Missouri work related 
:cident covered by workers com pen-
ltion. The parent's injury or death 
.ust be compensable under Missouri 
'orkers' Compensation Law, Chapter 
17 RSMo. The child must be 
~tween the ages of 16 and 25. 
/hen do you apply? Applications are 
;cepted at any time. KIDS' 
:HANCE Scholarships are awarded 
n basis of need throughout the year )0 s funds are available. The deadl;"n for 
KI " ccepting applications for a one year .. T cholarship (fall and spring semesters) )ME ; May 15th. The deadline for accept-ng applications for the spring semes-
mall er only is October 30th. 
lpanyl F ~pplications available in the Student 
tagel No sJ 'inancial Assistance Office, G-I 
I Star1lm~ 'arker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250 
Ine OppO )f by calling 1-800-484-5733 - code 
;437 (KJDS). 
Long 58 
:amped E~ rUE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION 
FUND 
JrrE391 / I'he John Gyles Education Fund is a 
Zion Rd )nYale, benevolent endeavor estab-
~ l.shed eight years ago with the help of 
I 1 Canadian/American benefactor. 
. -~ 
Each year financial assistance is avail-
able to full-time students in both 
Canada and the United States. Full 
Canadian or American citizenship is a 
requirement. Awards are available to 
both male and female students for all 
areas of post secondary study. A min-
imum GPA of 2.7 is required. Criteria 
other than strictly academic ability 
and financial need are considered in 
the selection process. Selected stu-
dents will receive up to $3,000. Filing 
dates for mailing applications in 1998 
are April I st, June I st, and November 
15th . 
To receive an application please send 
only a stamped .~. (US 32 cent), self-
addressed, standard letter size (No. 
10) envelope to the following address: 
The John Gyles Education Fund, 
Attention: R. James Cougle, Adminis-
trator, P. O. Box 4808, 712 Riverside 
Drive, Fredericton, New Brunswick, 




The AmeriCorps Education Awards 
Program offers members the standard 
AmeriCorps education stipend of over 
$4,700 for one year of community 
service, but unlike AmeriCorps USA, 
it does. not provide a living allowance 
or other benefits. For information on 
this program contact the Student 




To receive current information pack-
ets and applications for The Carat 
Scholarship, please have interested 
students send a stamped self 
addressed envelope to: Carat Scholar-
ship Foundation, Attn: Carol McAuli-
ffe-Director, 5 Magnolia Parkway, 
Hawthorn Woods, IL 60047. The 
schedule for the Carat Scholarship 
Foundation Awards is as fo llow: 
Academic semester Spring 1999, 
Applications Postmarked by: Novem-
ber I, 1998, Awards Distributed by: 
December 15, 1998. Carat Scholar-
ship Foundations is funded by the 
contributions of civic minded individ-
uals, businesses and various fund rais-
ers. The Foundation offers $500 -
$1000 scholarships semiannually to 
graduate and undergraduate students 
who are United States citizens. The 
scholarships are awarded on the basis 
of career goals, financial need and 
academic record. 
AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS 
FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS 
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 
Applicants must be U.S. citizens, of 
good moral character, physically qual-
ified for an Air Force commission, 
currently enrolled or accepted for the 
next enrolling class of an accredited 
allopathic or osteopathic school with-
in the United or Puerto Rico, and not 
contractually obligated to serve a state 
or other party upon graduation. 
Interested persons should contact their 
Air Medical Recruiter for more infor-
mati on and/or and interview and 
application. (573-446-6750) 
ROTARY CLUB OF FLORIS-
SANT LOAN PROGRAM 
The Florissant Rotary Club wishes to 
inform students of a loan program 
which is available for eligible students 
through the Flo-Ro Trust. This pro-
gram is part oa an overall effort by the 
Florissant Rotary Club to assist in the 
education of qualified students within 
the Florissant Rotary'S service area. 
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: A candi-
date must reside in the Florissant 
Rotary Club service area. (North St. 
Louis County, north of Highway 270) 
A candidate must have completed a 
minimum of 60 semester hours at an 
accredited college or university. A 
candidate must complete the Flo-Ro 
Trust Loan application and provide all 
required materials. A candidate must 
be enrolled for a minimum of 12 
semester credit hours during the 
semester of the loan period for a bach-
elor's degree, or 10 semester credit 
hours for a graduate degree. Interested 
students contact: Mr. Ronald 
Schmidt, 80 I St. Francois Street, 
Florissant, MO 63031 or call (314) 
921-5100. 




Any member of the Missouri National 
Guard who is serving in the Missouri 
National Guard satisfactorily, and 
who possesses the qualifications set 
forth in application may be awarded 
educational assistance to an approved 
public institution or an approved pri-
vate institution, as those tenn'S are 
defined in RSMO Section 173.205, of 
hislher choice while helshe is a mem-
ber of the Missouri National Guard. 
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: Is a mem-
ber of the Missouri National Guard Is 
certified by the Unit commander that 
the soldier/aiTnlan is participating sat-
isfactorily in required training of the 
Missouri National Guard Has not pre-
viously received a bachelor's degree 
from an accredited post secondary 
institution. Has achieved and main-
tains a cumulative grade point average 
(GPA) of at least a 2.5, grade point on 
a 4.0 scale, or the equivalent on other 
scale approved by the program admin-
istrator, while in a secondary school. 
Is enrolled, or has been accepted for 
enrollment, as a full or part-time 
undergraduate student in an approved 
private or public institution. Has 
never been convicted in any court of 
an offense which involved the use of 
force, disruption, or seizure of proper-
ty under the control of an institution of 
higher education to prevent officials 
or students in such institutions from 
engaging in their duties or pursuing 
their studies. Has not enrolled or who 
intends to use the award to enroll, in 
a course of study leading to a degree 
in theology or divinity. Has not 
received Educational Assistance 
under the MONGEAP which exceeds 
or will exceed financial assistance for 
more than a total of ten (10) semesters 
or their equivalent. Application dead-
lines: Spring Semester: taking appli-
cations from September I, 1998 -
December 1998, SUOlffier Semester 
taking applications from January I -
April 30. Applications available in the 
Student Financial Assistance Office, 
G-I Parker Hall . 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEAT-
ING, REFRIGERATING AND 
AIR-CONDITIONING ENGI-
NEERS, INC. GRANT-IN-AID 
PROGRAM FOR GRADUATE 
STUDENTS. 
Applicants should be involved in the 
heating, venti lation, air conditioning 
or refrigeration (HVAC&R) fields or 
in related areas. These areas many 
include indoor air quali-
ty, energy conservation, human com-
fort or HVAC system design, opera-
tion or maintenance. Applications 
available in the Student Financial 
Assistance Office, G-l Parker Hall or 
by ASHRAE Home Page 
(www.ashrae.org).Click on "Student 
Activities and Scholarships" and then 
on "ASHRAE Research Grants for 
Graduate Students." 
Application must be received at 
ASHRAE Headquarters by December 
15 to be considered. 
NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCA-
TION PROGRAM FOR STUDY 
ABROAD 
As an undergraduate student, you are 
eligible to apply for an NSEP scholar-
ship if you meet the following condi-
tions: 
ELIGIBILITY: 
· U.S. citizenship at the time of appli-
cation. 
Matriculated as a freshmen, soph-
more, junior, or senior in a U.S. post-
secondary institution, including uni-
versities, colleges and community 
colleges accredited by an accrediting 
body recognized by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. 
· Applying to engage in a study abroad 
experience that meets home institu-
tion standards. 
· Planning to use the schOlarship for 
study abroad. NSEP undergraduate 
scholarships are not for ·study in the 
U.S. 
Your study abroad program ends 
before you graduate. 
Application available in the Student 
Financial Assistance office, G-I Pa 
rker Hall. 
Deadline must be to NSEP by: FEB-
RUARY 8,1999 
SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTEC-
TION ENGINEERS GREATER 
ST. LOUIS CHAPTER (3 $1,500.00 
Scbolarsbips awarded) 
The Greater St. Louis Chapter of the 
Society of Fire Protection Engineers 
(SFPE) is happy to announce its Fifth 
Annual Engineering Scholarship Pro-
gram. Our intent is to promote the 
study of all engineering disciplines to 
help develop individuals with the 
knowledge and ability to meet the 
future technical needs of our country 
and the world. 
BASIC CRITERIA: 
Native St. Louisian, or be interested in 
working in St. Louis after graduation. 
Full-time student with minimum 60 
credit hours in an engineering curricu-
lum at a BS or MS levelFinancial 
need, past academic achievements, 
community involvement, and interest 
in Fire Protection Engineering will be 
considered in the scholarship selec-
tion process. 
The goal of this scholarship fund is to 
provide educational assistance to stu-
dents who are seeking a degree in 
engineering and show an interest in 
the Fire Protection field. In addition, 
to promote the fire protection industry 
by encouraging students who are 
inclined to become a Registered Pro-
fessional Engineer and practice in the 
St. Louis area. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Assistance Office, G-I 
Parker Hall.Applications deadline: 
February 26, 1999. 
CONCRETE RESEARCH AND 
EDUCATION FOUNDATION of 
ACIINTERNATIONAL 1999-2000 
$3,000 (U.S.) awards are now avail-
able through the ACI International 
Concrete Research and Education 
Foundation (ConREF) for graduate 
study in the field of concrete for the 
1999-2000 academic year. The 
awards include the Katharine and 
Bryant Mather Fellowship, ACI -
W.R. Grace Fellowship, V. Mohan 
Malhotra Fellowship, Stewart C. Wat-
son Fellowship and ACI Fellowship 
REQUIREMENTS 
Must hav~ possession of a bachelor 
degree from an accredited program by 
the SUOlffier of 1999. At the time of 
acceptance of the fellowship (but not 
necessarily at the time of application) 
the applicant must have been accepted 
for graduate study. This graduate 
study must be in an engineering, 
architectural, or materials science pro-
gram at an accredited college or uni-
versity in the USA or Canada which 
offers agraduate program in concrete 
design, materssials, or construction, 
with the exception of the V. Mohan 
Malhotra Fellowship which is avail-
able only to an applicant majoring in 
concrete materials science research 
and the Stewart C. Watson Fellowship 
which is available to an applicant with 
a special interest injoints and bearings 
for concrete structures. Must be full-
time first or second year graduate stu-
dent during the entire fellowship year. 
Must be proficient in the English lan-
guage (or French as required in 
Province of Quebec or Spanish in 
Puerto Rico). 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Assistance Office, G-I 
Parker Hall.Application must be 
received by: January II, 1999. 
see Financial Aid, page 20 
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Calendar Of Events 
All Day - Southwinds, Puck 
I ;30 p.m. - Christian Science Orga-
nization, Sunrise room, UCE 
5;00 p.m. - Cycling Club, Buhler 
Bldg, club room 
6;00 p.m. - Chess Club, UCE cafe-
teria 
6;00 p.m. - International Students 
Club, HSS G5 
6;30 p.m. - American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, ME 
Annex 107C 
6;00 p.m. - Kappa Kappa Psi, ChE 
125 
7;00 p.m. - American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers, ChE G3 
8;00 p.m. - Residence Hall Assn., 
MCS 209 and 209A 
8;00 p.m. - Tau Beta Sigma, McN 
204 
Thursday 
All Day '- Southwinds, Puck 
6;00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fel-
lowship, Mark -/'wain room or 
Centennial Hall West, UCE 
6;30 p.m. - ASUM, Centennial Hall , 
West, UCE 
7;00 p.m. - Kappa Mu Epsi lon, 205 
CS Bldg. 
7;30 p.m. - Academic Competition , 
CE 317 
7;00 p.m. - Residence Hall Assn. , 
ME 104 
8;00 p.m. - St. Pats Celebration com-
mittee, ME Annex 107C, except 
12-3 
8;00 p.m. - Solar Car Team, EMgt 
103 
8;00 p.m. - Gaming Association, 
McN 231 
10;00 p.m. - Ultimate Frisbee Club, 
Intramural Fields 
Engineers, McN 204 
All Day - Southwinds, Puck 
3;00 p.m. - Cycling Club, Buhler 
Bldg, club room 
5;30 p.m. - Gaming Club, 20 I and 
208 Norwood Hall 
7;00 p.m. - Show Me Anime, McN 
204 
aturday 
All Day - Southwinds, Puck 
12;00 p.m. - Gaming Club, 201 and 
208 Norwood Hall 
2;00 p.m. - Chess Club, UCE cafete-
ria 
Missouri Room, UCE 
6;00 p.m. - Christian Campus 
lowship, ME 104 
9;00 p.m. - Delta Omicron Lambda, ChE 126 
6;30 p.m. - Student Council, UCE 
9;00 p.m. - Arnold Air Society, 107 
10;00 p.m. -Ultimate Frisbee Club, 
All Day - Southwinds, Puck 
6;00 p.m. - Independents, Walnut room, UCW 
7;30 p.m. - Academic Competition, CE 317 
7;30 p.m. - American Indian Science & Engi-
neering, HSS G-5 
7;00 p.m. - National Society of Black 
All Day - Southwinds, Puck 
5;30 p.m. - Interfraternity Council, McN 206 or 
McN 216 
6;00 p.m. - History Club, HSS G8 
6;00 p.m. - Solar Car Team, E Mgt 104 
6;45 p.m. - Tau Beta Pi, ChE G3 
al Fields 
All organizational meeting times and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all changes to the aforementioned office. 
Financial Aid 
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PETER D. COURTOIS CON-
CRETE CONSTRUCTION 
SCHOLARSHIPS (TWO SI,OOO 
AWARDS) 
REQUIREMENTS: These awards 
arc open to any undergraduate student 
in the United States or Canada. The 
student shall have achieved senior sta-
tus in a four-year or longer undergrad-
uate program in engineering, con-
struction, or technology during the 
year for which the awards are present-
ed. The awards will be made on the 
basis of demonstrated interest and 
ability to work in the fi eld of concrete 
construction. 
The student must have a course load 
of 6 or more credit hours each semes-
ter during the period for which the 
award is made. The student must be a 
senior during the year for which the 
award is made (not necessarily atthe 
time of application). Transcript, rec-
ommendations, and an essay must be 
submitted as out lined on the applica-
tion form. Application forms may be 
obtained from: ACI Con REF, P. O. 
Box 9094, Farmington Hills, MI 
48333. NOT AVAILABLE IN THE 
Student Finanical Aid Office. January 
11 , 1999. 
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMEN-
TARY AND SECONDARY EDU-
CATION MISSOURI MINORITY 
TEACHING SCHOLARSHIP 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Be a Missouri resident Be African 
American, Asian American, Hispanic 
American, or Native American Be a 
high school senior, college student, or 
returning adult (without a degree) who 
ranks in the top 25 percent of their 
high school class and scores at or 
above the 75th percentile on the ACT 
or SAT examination. OR, individuals 
who have completed 30 college hours 
and have a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0 
OR, individuals with a baccalaureate 
degree who arc returning to an 
approved math or science teacher edu-
cation program. Application available 
in the Student Financial Assistance 
Office, G-I Parker Hall.Submit a 
complete application packet by: Feb-
ruary 16, 1999. 
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMEN-
TARY & SECONDARY EDUCA-
TION MISSOURI TEACHER 
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP 
REQUIREMENTS; 
Be a Missouri residcnt Be a high 
school senior, freshmen or sophomore 
at a community or four year college or 
university in Missouri (with not more 
than 60 college credit hours). Rank in 
the top 15% of their high school class 
or score in the top 15 national per-
centile on an ACT or SAT examina-
tion. Submit a completed application 
packet by: February 16, 1999. Appli-
cation packets available in the Student 
Financial Assistance Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDA-
TION GRADUATE RESEARCH 
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM 
The NatiOo1al Science Foundation 
(NSF) will award 1,000 new Graduate 
research Fellowships to support grad-
uate study in science, mathematics, 
and engineering, 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Applicants must be United States citi-
zens or national, or permanent resi-
dent aliens of the United States. Those 
eligible to apply in fall 1998 arc col-
lege seniors, first year graduate stu-
dents, and other who have completed 
a limited amount of graduate study in 
science, mathematics, or engineering. 
Fields supported: Fellowships are 
awarded for study and research lead-
ing to master's or doctoral degrees in 
the mathematical, physical, biologi-
cal, engineering, and behavioral and 
social sciences, including the history 
of science and the philosophy of sci-
ence, and for research based PhD 
degrees in science education. Women 
in engineering and Computer and 
Information Science: Additional 
Awards will be offered to encourage 
women to undertake graduate study in 
engineering and computer and infor-
marion science. 
Applications can be obtained by: 
NSF Home Pages URL: 
http://www.ehr.nsf.gov/ehr/dgelgrfp.h 
1m or submit applications electroni-
cally using NSF's FastLane URL: 
http://www.fastlane .nsf.govApplica-
tions also available in the Student 
Financial Assistance Office, G-I 
Parker Hall 
Application deadline: November 5, 
1998. 
ALPHA IOTA EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION 
The Alpha Iota Educational Founda-
tion (AIEF) was cre~ted in 1993 to 
provide scholastic support to students 
at the University of Missouri-Rolla. 
The Scholarship program consists of a 
$500 scholarship award during each 
school year. Applications are submit-
ted during the Fall semester and the 
scholarship is awarded during the 
Spring semester. To be eligible for the 
AIEF scholarship program applicants 
must be enrolled as full time under-
graduate students at the University of 
Missouri-Rolla during the semester in 
which the scholarship is awarded. 
Applications available in the Student 
FinancialAssistance Office, G-I Park-
er Hall. Applications must be post-
marked on or before January 15 for 
the Spring semester scholarship 
award. 
GLAMOUR'S 1999 TOP TEN 
COLLEGE WOMEN COMPETI-
TION 
Glamour is pleased to invite your stu-
dents to apply to our 1999 Top Ten 
College Women Competition. This 
competition recognized the exception-
al achievements and academic excel-
lence of female colllege juniors from 
across the country. It's an ideal oppor-
tunity for talented sutdetns to be 
rewarded for their leadership roles on 
campus and in the greater community. 
REQUIREMENT: 
Any woman who is a full-time junior 
(third year of undergraduate study) at 
an accredited colleger or university 
for the 1998-1999 academic year is 
eligible to enter. Applications 
able in the Student Financial 
tance Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
cation deadline must be returned 
January 31, 1999. 
complete, or have recently CUI~pIClOJ~~~'.'SS 
their undergraduate course 
and intend to pursue full-time 
ate work. 
SENIOR FELLOWSHIPS, 
to experienced teachers 
pursue graduate studies on 
basis through summer and 
classes. 
For additional information 
detailed regulations about the Foundli 
tion and the fellowship program, ork 
receive an applicatio~' packet, 
visit the Foundation's 
site:http://www.jamesmadison.com. 
call Toll-free at: 1-800-525-6928. 
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